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ABSTRACT 
Embroidery by women is considered as a traditional home bound work 
by women which in recent times has witnessed increasing commercialization. 
These aspects of embroidery have come up in the studies of some of the 
famous embroideries in India/The attenript here is to take up the case study of 
embroiderers in Aligarh, as embroidery is the other major craft of Aligarh like 
the famous locks of Aligarh. The study of the home based embroiderers could 
be seen in context of the rise in informal sector where there is more and more 
passing of labor intensive work to low wage informal areas. The organized 
garment industry earns considerable profit by engaging the labor for 
embroidery from the informal sector which greatly adds to the value of the 
product sold. There is considerable enhancement of demand for embroidery 
in the globalised market. The attempt was therefore to examine the life and 
work conditions of women home based embroiderers in Aligarh in the current 
economic scenario. 
The study focuses on the patti embroiderers, since patti ka kaam has 
gained reputation as the embroidery of Aligarh, both nationally and 
internationally. The study is based on the primary field survey of 220 
embroiderers. In the sample, 140 women embroiderers were taken from potti 
embroidery, 50 were taken from the cut work and 30 from karchobi 
embroidery. The study applied both quantitative and qualitative techniques. 
Questionnaire, in the form of structured interview schedule was used for the 
collection of data and as the respondents were primarily illiterate the 
questionnaires were filled during face-to-face interviews with embroiderers. 
Detailed interviews with the contractors and subcontractors in the business 
was also undertaken to understand the value chain in embroidery and their 
business profile. 
The study maps the localities of embroiderers in Aligarh. These are 
bordering the University and some of these are also middle-class localities. 
Generally, these home bound embroiderers live in the low income shanty 
localities. The chapter on social profile of embroiderers examines the 
community milieu of embroiderers and the issues of purdah limiting the 
women's opportunities of work. It looks into how the discourse on purdah 
obscures the problems of work and the issues confronting this category of 
working class women. The working of castes among the predominantly 
Muslim embroiderers is also studied. Women embroiderers generally belong 
to various low Muslim castes of the region. There were women from high 
castes in depressed circumstances also into embroidery. Hindu women in 
certain localities were also involved in patti, though not in cut work and 
karchobi embroidery. Such aspects as age, marital status, family and class 
profile was also looked into while examining the personal profile of 
embroiderers. 
Attempt was therefore made to locate embroiderers in their respective 
craft positions. It examined the level of specialization among embroiderers or 
whether women switched between different forms of embroidery. The study 
looks into the possible differentials working not only between men and 
women in the craft, but also vi/ithin the women embroiderers themselves, and 
not simply with respect to different embroideries but within the same 
embroidery form. 
The chapter on economic profile of embroiderers looks at the work 
conditions of embroiderers keeping in mind the increasing commercialization 
of the craft and the demand in the national and global markets. It looks at the 
value chain of the embroidery and the different agents in the business. The 
study in these contexts tries to estimate the daily/monthly earnings through 
their piece rate wages, their wages in lean and busy season etc. The wages 
appear as mere pittance for the hard work, not only for the unskilled category 
but this is even for the skilled category. There was disparity in wages among 
embroiderers engaged in different embroideries of patti, cut work and 
karchobi, and between the different categories within the embroidery i.e. the 
unskilled, skilled, workers-cum-subcontractors categories. 
The study also looks into the scope of mobility in craft, increase in 
wages with skills and over the years, nature of payment- whether instant or 
delayed etc. Family income and the respective contribution of the members in 
the family earnings have been estimated. The connection between the 
contributions of embroiderers in the family income and their role in the 
decision making is examined. Interestingly, though a large section felt they 
had control over expenditure, their incomes were mostly spent by them on 
the welfare of their children and their families. 
The chapter on health profile of embroiderers studies the general 
health conditions of embroiderers, the occupational hazards on their health 
and their reproductive health. A number of women embroiderers were found 
to be suffering from severe headache, backache and weak eyesight. Poor 
lighting conditions at their homes made embroidery difficult. They even have 
to work in candles and chimneys in the night. The reproductive health 
conditions were checked through the variables of maternal care during 
pregnancy, reduction of work load during pregnancy, average gap between 
children, miscarriages, and abortions, and especially control over bodies. The 
matters of contraception, abortion or gap between children were not 
independent decision of women. They exercised limited choice in these 
matters; they ended up using dangerous, unhygienic methods compromising 
their health severely. Notably, the women reported that the decision on use 
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of contraception is usually decided on a mutual basis. This feeling, in spite of 
large level of female sterilization and husband's will regarded crucial in these 
matters, throw important light on the low level of women's expectations in 
relationships and their rights over their bodies. However, women with better 
earnings or with greater contribution in the family appear to be somewhat 
more conscious and caring about their general and reproductive health. 
The last chapter examines the level of political consciousness among 
embroiderers and the scope of organization among them. The restricted 
mobility in home based work that separates the workers from each other and 
keeps them in isolated work spaces clearly account for their typical 
unorganized state. The home based workers do not perceive themselves as 
having the ability to negotiate better working conditions. The nature of the 
home based work where the embroidery is intertwined with the usual 
household chores also obstructs the growth of consciousness of a worker. 
Embroiderers are totally ignorant of the value added by their work and the 
profits earned by the contractors and entrepreneurs from this business. The 
lack of consciousness of workers greatly contributes to the higher profit 
margins of the industrialists and industry therefore delights in embroiderers' 
unaware and unorganized state. 
The lack of consciousness and voice amongst the majority of workers 
restrain women to come together to improve their situation though the 
category of worker-cum-subcontractor to some extent showed greater market 
and political awareness. The problems in organizing the embroiderers are 
discussed. 
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Chapter-1 
INTRODUCTION 
With the globalization and neo-liberal policies of the government, 
informal employment has been on rise. Capitalism finds newer exploitative 
v\/ays of increasingly passing the labor processes to low wage informal areas 
though capitalism from the beginning had made ingenious use of informal 
home based labor. Although it never fully dislodged the traditional forms of 
labor or their products but the traditional and modern labor co-existed and 
the products refashioned for the benefit of the system. While the older forms 
of labor continued in the informal sector, a large section being primarily home 
based women labor; there has now been a recent tendency where work which 
was previously with the organized industry has increasingly passed to the 
unorganized sector. The older and newer forms of unorganized sector labor 
have considerably swelled this sector. 
While the home based women's work had its traditional dimensions, 
the present study looks into this unorganized sector v^ /ork not simply as matter 
of conventional work but as with rise in unorganized sector on account of 
recent globalized economy and neo-liberal policies of the government. It 
rather appears to be on increase in both modernizing rural and urban 
economies. The study here will look into the dimensions of the labor in 
traditional crafts as the market for these crafts expands internationally and 
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the industry passes on a number of its ancillary tasks to this conventional 
sector. The embroidery as markers of traditions in dressings has found new 
scope in the global demand. The organized garment industry had always co-
existed with the conventional unorganized home based sector, successfully 
passing in number of tasks to be done at abysmally low wages by women in 
this sector. The trend towards co-existence of the organized and unorganized 
sector has recent dimensions as well, when the material for embroidery is 
systematically passed on to the informal home based women worker, the 
products of their labor moving back to the industry rather than directly to the 
consumers (as had been in the past). The study of embroidery workers thus 
needs to take into account the larger economic process and in the context of 
rise of the informal sector nationally and feminization of poverty 
internationally. 
Growth in Informal Sector with globalization: 
Global contracts is forcing many to cut costs through more flexible 
work contracts or subcontracting thus leading to the increase in the number 
of workers in unorganized sectors. Product outsourcing is now possible in 
every export oriented industries where the actual labor is invisible but plays a 
major role in the production process. One could thereby find the workforce in 
the informal sector on a rise absorbing increasingly large proportion of the 
work force. In India (in 2004-05), over 92 per cent of the total workforce, 
about 457 million, is in the unorganized sector (Government of India, 2008). 
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The structural adjustments had led to retrenchment of workers from the 
organized sector. 
Notably, a World Bank Paper of 1975 describes informal sector as an 
easy entry and residual sector crowded with secondary workers with low 
productivity and wages. However, with the trajectory of rise in informal 
sector, the Report of National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganized 
Sector (2008) now envisages a bigger category - "Unorganized workers consist 
of those working in the unorganized enterprises or households, excluding 
regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal 
sector without any employment/social security benefits provided by the 
employers." 
Table 1.1: Estimates of Employment in Organized/Formal 
& Unorganized/Informal Sectors (in Millions) 
Year 
1981 
1985 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
Formal 
Sector 
22.9 
24.58 
26.35 
26.73 
27.06 
27.18 
27.38 
27.53 
27.94 
28.25 
Informal 
Sector 
279.31 
304.43 
330.45 
345.88 
352.33 
359.05 
365.47 
372.09 
378.67 
395.20 
Total 
Labor 
Force 
302.21 
329.01 
356.80 
372.61 
379.39 
386.23 
392.85 
399.62 
406.61 
423.45 
Share of Informal 
Sector Employment 
(in percentage) 
92.42 
92.53 
92.61 
92.83 
92.87 
92.96 
93.03 
93.11 
93.13 
93.33 
Source: Dutta 2000, p.20. 
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Between 1980-81 and 1995-96, the share of informal sector in net 
domestic product decreased from 70% to 59.7% but the share in employment 
over the same period showed a steady increasing trend. 
The National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) data of 55^ ^ Round 
(1999-2000) and 61'* Round (2004-2005) brings out the increase in 
unorganized sector as 61 million (from 362 to 423 million) or 17 per cent. This 
is out of the total employment in the economy that increased from 397 million 
to 457 million between the two NSS rounds. The change in the organized or 
formal employment has been nil or marginally negative (i.e. 35 million in both 
the years). 
Women in the unorganized/informal sector 
According to the National Commission on Labor (2002) of total women 
workforce 95% are in the unorganized sector. These workers are 'most 
vulnerable' because of the nature of insecure, irregular and often 
unrecognized work. Receiving very meager wages, they have no asset; they 
lack social security or any access to institutional finance. They remain 
burdened with debt and borrow at high rates from informal sources. 
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Table 1.2: Women Labor Force in Informal Sector (in Millions) 
Female Population 
(% of total population) 
Work Participation (working women as % of 
total women) 
Total Women Workers in the Informal 
Sector (Women in the informal sector as % 
of the total working women) 
1971 
264 
(48.2) 
31 
(12.3) 
29 
(94.0) 
1981 
332 
(48.3) 
48 
(14.44) 
46.24 
(96.33) 
1991 
407 
(48.1) 
90.6 
(22.27) 
86.8 
(95.8) 
Note: Figures in parenthesis denote percentages. 
Source: Based on various census figures. 
The trend towards feminization of employment in Asian countries 
resulted from employers' needs for cheaper and more "flexible" sources of 
labor, which meant more casualisation of labor, shift to part time work or 
piece rate contracts, and insistence on greater freedom of hiring and firing. 
Macroeconomic policies have reduced job opportunities for both men and 
women in general and women in particular. 
1.2 Home based women workers 
Home based work is a growing global phenomenon, with over 100 
million people working from their homes in countries both rich and poor 
(Sinha, 2006). In textile especially, the advantage of women's labor with 
limited mobility was fully exploited. The women's work from home at very low 
wage was to the advantage of the embroideries. The traditional embroideries 
now have modern demand and global markets. Working from home has 
become significant and growing part of the modern world economy. The 
products made for exports which are labor intensive are usually outsourced to 
home based workers (women) who sit at home and do the work. 
Around the world, v\/omen constitute the bulk of the home based work 
force, and are especially engaged in manual work. They are among the lowest 
paid workers in the world (Sethuraman 1998; Chen & Snodgrass 2001). In 
India, the home based workers as a whole were estimated at nearly 8.2 
million workers of whom about 4.8 million were women. In India, on an 
average, home based workers earn 27 rupees per day while workers who 
work outside the home earn 58 rupees per day (Unni and Rani 2004). Home 
based workers who produce for global value chains receive a marginal 
percentage of the final profit. In India, for every 100 rupees paid by a 
customer, gold thread (zardozi) embroiderers earn 15 rupees, home-made 
cigarette {beedi) rollers each 17 rupees, and incense stick (agarbatti) rollers 
earn only 2.3 rupees (Mehrotra and Biggeri 2007). 
Attitude towards home based work 
The Discussion Paper of the Ministry of Labor (2000) clearly reflects the 
patriarchal mindset. Home based work is portrayed as beneficial and 
advantageous to women workers. It states, "The system of home work is 
sometimes advantageous to them (women) because while doing their routine 
work at home, they do the job and supplement the incomes of their families. 
The raw materials are generally collected from the employers/contractors by 
the men folk of the household and finished goods are also delivered to the 
contractors/employers by them. The women have flexibility in working as 
there are no fixed hours of work and they do not have to move out of their 
houses. The situation is, however, different in the case of single women or 
households where women are the sole or main income earning members. In 
such cases, sometimes, the women home workers are exposed to different 
forms of labor exploitation." Instead of critiquing social confinement of 
women within the household space and promoting greater opportunities for 
women for better wages, the home based work by women is very 
conveniently seen as suitable for the Indian family system. Further, the low 
and highly exploitative wage rates cease to become a principal concern, since 
the women's earnings are explicitly defined here only as 'supplementary' 
income. The exploitation of the women workers is seen only in those cases 
where women do not have male members in the family. The patriarchal 
mindset thus influences the policies towards labor. 
The women home based workers themselves do not perceive 
themselves as workers in true sense. They too regard their work merely as a 
'free time' activity that brings them some earnings. When SEWA, in 
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Ahmedabad, first began surveying home based women workers across 
different trades, women represented their need simply for more work even 
though they were already laboring for as much as 16 hours per day (Jhabvala 
& Tate 1996). Their earnings are also considered 'supplementary' even by 
women workers themselves. This is in spite of sizeable contribution of home 
based workers to the household income, as brought out by various studies. 
For instance, a study of some 600 home workers in three sectors in India 
found that these home workers contributed, on average, 35 per cent of 
household incomes in rural areas, and 35.6 per cent in urban areas (Sudarshan 
etal.2007). 
A great deal has been written, about the reasons for women working 
from their homes. One view regards that women prefer or opt to work at 
home because of the location and flexibility of work hours, which allow them 
to combine or juggle paid work, domestic chores and care work. The other 
argues that women are conditioned by prevailing gender norms to assume 
this triple workload and restrictions on their mobility, and do not therefore 
opt but are forced to work at home. Another view focuses on the demand side 
of labor and argues that prevailing gender norms are reflected in gendered 
patterns of employment opportunities. In fact, all three factors contribute to 
the concentration of women in home-based activities and to gender 
segmentation in both the formal and informal economy (Carr & Chen, 2004, 
p.5). 
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1.5 Home based work in embroidery 
Embroidery in India has a vast heritage with different types of 
embroidery historically done by women of different regions and localities. 
There has been traditional association between embroidery and women. 
There is different usage of colors, threads, patterns, stitches etc. showcasing a 
large spectrum of diverse Indian cultural production. For instance, the 
'kashidakari' of Kashmir, 'bagh' or 'phulkari' stitch of Punjab, the 'kantha' 
work of Bengal, famous 'mirror' work of Gujarat and Rajasthan, 'zari', 'zardozi' 
basically from Delhi or the 'chikan' work of Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh, the 
'kasauti' stitch of Karnataka or stitches of Kutch or the patti-work of Aligarh 
are all unique forms of embroidery (See appendix B for embroidery products 
and designs). 
In recent times, however, cultural production of textile handicrafts and 
embroidery are increasingly intertwined with commercialization. Indian 
embroidery acclaimed globally has boosted the market for embroidery. From 
a craft that was historically done by women who would do embroidery to 
decorate their daily garments, handmade gifts, would exchange and purchase 
these cultural productions, it has moved to commercial level engaging women 
for large scale business. For instance, in the garment industry embellishment 
considerably adds to the value of the product; by one estimate, its value 
almost doubles. (Mezzadri, 2008). 
The gendered dimension of embroidery is too obvious and has been 
subject of much study in embroidery. Interestingly we find men also in the 
embroidery craft. However, men in embroidery generally work professionally 
from their craft spaces in the market area whereas women embroiderers work 
from their homes. The women home-based workers are completely 
integrated to vertical subcontracting which affects their mobility within the 
value chain whereas male workers in the market upgrade their status to 
subcontractors and contractors after gaining experience (Unni & Scaria, 2009). 
These options for upward mobility are, however, not available to the home-
based women workers (Kantor, 2002). The study reveals that a large reservoir 
of unemployed skilled workers lack mobility and bargaining power for raising 
their wages on account of lack of alternative employment opportunities. 
Gender definitely mediates in the bargaining position of workers. 
Wilkinson-Weber's (1997) work on chikan embroiderers of Lucknow brings out 
how female embroiderers strongly identify themselves mainly in the roles of 
wives, mothers and housekeepers, which is also very advantageous for the 
employers to regard them as 'leisure-time' embroiderers, inferior in quality 
and therefore not worthy of high wages. 
1.6 Embroidery and Industrial Profile of Aligarh City 
Aligarh, famous as a university town in North India (located at about 
140 km southeast of Delhi) is also famous for its traditional lock industries. 
The city is also known as the 'city of locks'. The city divided by railway line on 
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north-south axis offers interesting arrangement for its industries. To the south 
of the rail lines, in the old city area of Aligarh, are located most of its lock 
industries though a few of them are also in the civil lines area, while to the 
north of railway line is housed by the famous Aligarh Muslim University since 
colonial times and its outlying areas housing the other major industry/craft of 
Aligarh. It is in this part of Aligarh - the civil lines area, which by this time has 
become a known centre in North India also for its patti embroidery, the 
applique work popularly known as 'Phool patti ka kaam'. The other 
embroideries in Aligarh that have also gained recent popularity are the cut 
work and karchobi. 
The lock industry of Aligarh established nearly 130 years ago (by 
Johnson and Co. importing locks from England to sell in Aligarh) by now 
employs over 200,000 people. According to the Aligarh District Industries 
Centre, there are about 2,500 lock manufacturing artisan units. It has, 
however, suffered like other small scale industries on account of liberalization 
in recent times. Foreign companies have entered the market and Chinese 
locks being 40% cheaper has captured almost 5% - 6% of India's lock market. 
Difficult to compete with the international competition, Aligarh Lock 
manufacturers recently have resorted to shift a large part of work to the 
household areas through the male employee, who in turn involve the family 
women and children in production; the employers in the process hardly face 
any liabilities and legal complications. The lock industry in Aligarh therefore 
like the embroidery craft in Aligarh is increasingly depending on the home 
based labor. 
The number of women engaged in the home based informal sector of 
this industry has considerably grown in these years. As reported by P.L. 
Shiromani\ the labor laws regarding children and women workers became 
strict and increasingly difficult for manufacturers to employ them in the 
industry premises as per regulations. So while men working in the factories 
could not work for more than 8 hours per day receive about Rs.200-250 per 
week. The women's labor at home was unregulated. The wages though 
remained same. There are shanty areas in the city which have large number of 
women home-based workers engaged in lock industry (in Bhojpura, Teli pada, 
Tantan pada, Nagia masani, Jamal nagar, Shah Jamal etc.) 
Interestingly, the rail track separates the two crafts of Aligarh. Some of 
the localities are contiguous but separated by crafts on account of this 
division. (See the map on page 18). 
North of the track, while a large area is covered by Aligarh Muslim 
University, there has been expanding residential localities bordering it. There 
are scattered laboring localities on the outskirts and fringes of the university 
where women in large numbers are engaged in home based embroidery. 
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There are no official figures ascertaining the number of home based women 
embroiderers in the city but the embroidery areas in this part of Aligarh cover 
a number of localities namely - Jamalpur, Hamdard Nagar, Asif Nagar, Firdos 
Nagar, Bhamola, Loco Colony, Alam bagh, in the west; Purani Chungi, Patwari 
Nagla, Maulana Azad Nagar towards north; Islam Nagar, Ahmed Nagar, Zohra 
Bagh, Jeevangarh in the east etc. These areas are close to university and 
totally separated from the areas of home based Lock industries workers. 
Women here are engaged in different kinds of embroideries such as 
patti work, cut work, koroshia, kaamdoani, gaanth ki karahai, karchobi, etc. 
however, patti work is regarded as the most distinctive embroidery of Aligarh. 
A woman contractor in the business has pointed that, 'Patti work is to Aligarh 
as chikonkari is to Lucknow'. The study thus primarily takes up 'potti-workers' 
among all other embroideries for case study. The smaller samples of other 
important embroidery form - the 'cut-work' and recent 'karchobi' are also 
examined. 
The patti and cut work embroidery are exclusively done by women 
from the time it gained popularity in the city (almost 1980s). Women 
embroiderers mainly belong to lower caste Muslims where, in majority of 
cases, going out for work is considered a social taboo thus, pushing more and 
more women workers into home based embroidery work. Karchobi 
embroidery on the other hand is a recent craft in Aligarh - perhaps a male 
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dominated embroidery^ originating in Lucknow and Hyderabad almost 300-
400 years ago. It is now taken by women embroiderers in Aligarh who have 
started doing karchobi in their homes, perhaps on account of the same 
phenomenon as in Aligarh locks. 
Research Procedure 
The study is based on primary survey of 220 embroiderers in Aligarh 
city. Out of total sample of 220 embroiderers 140 has been taken from patti 
work as it is the major embroidery of Aligarh done only by women. Another 
sample of 50 embroiderers has been taken from cut work embroidery which is 
another major women dominated craft of Aligarh and 30 samples were 
considered from karchobi embroidery which is actually among the oldest & 
famous embroideries of Lucknow and Hyderabad done by men & recently 
taken by home based women embroiderers of Aligarh. 
The study mainly focuses on patti embroiderers and the other two 
crafts have been taken to compare the living conditions, work and earnings, 
etc (if any) of these women embroiderers. The categories within are also 
identified. The study seeks to look into such questions whether embroiderers 
specialize in particular form of embroidery or whether there is switching by 
women embroiderers between different forms of embroidery. What possibly 
explains their movement or continuance in embroideries? Do these different 
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forms of home embroideries in Aligarh enhance the scope for women 
embroiderers' work and increase their chances of mobility and what are the 
differentials at work in case of embroideries in Aligarh. The study will look into 
the possible differences working between not only men and women in the 
craft, but within the women embroiderers themselves, and not simply with 
respect to different embroideries but within the same embroidery form as 
well. The study would also try to locate the gender relations within the 
households of embroiderers by looking into the contribution in their family 
income and whether these were reflected in the decision making in the 
household, their health status and socio-political participation. 
The research is based on both quantitative and qualitative technique. 
Data from women embroiderers was collected using structured questionnaire. 
However, the respondents being primarily illiterate the questionnaires were 
filled by the researcher herself during face-to-face interviews with 
embroiderers. Detailed interviews with the contractors in the embroidery 
business and shopkeepers of Aligarh's famous ladies Amir Nisha market were 
also taken. Thus the structured questionnaire, interviews, discussions along 
with the researcher's observation is the basis of this study. Descriptive 
statistics like averages and percentages have been used for quantitative 
analyses of data. The data has been analyzed from gender perspective and 
women's work has been viewed within feminist research framework. 
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The samples were randomly selected from embroidery dominated 
areas after conducting a pilot study. These areas include Bhamola, Alam Bagh, 
Loco colony, Aftab IVIanzil, Purani chungi, Firdos Nagar, University farm, 
Patwari Nagia, Jamalpur, Hamdard Nagar, Asif Nagar, Maulana Azad Nagar, 
Jeevangarh, Islam Nagar, Zohra Bagh, Ahmed Nagar, Baigpur, etc. The field 
survey was carried out from March 2011 to August 2011. 
The structured questionnaire tried to gather information on many 
crucial indices (see appendix A for questionnaire). Descriptive statistical 
techniques were followed to bring out details on the subject. Information on 
many matters was not directly forthcoming, for instance, the daily or monthly 
earnings of embroiderers, as they received wages in piece rate. Similarly, the 
information on level of social-political awareness was not directly forthcoming 
from the questionnaire. It was mainly worked out on the basis of information 
derived from the detailed interviews with politically aware and active 
embroiderers and subcontractors. The unstructured interview along with the 
researcher's observation thus forms the basis of understanding such matters 
as notions and meaning of work for different class of workers, societal norms 
and traditions, gender practices in homes and class differential norms, 
sanitation and hygiene conditions in the locality etc. The researchers' 
subjectivity on the qualitative aspects of study might therefore appear. 
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Endnotes: 
1. Interview taken from the secretary of Aligarh Lock Manufacturing Association 
2. Interview from Sultan Ahmad- owner of 'chunmun' embroidery shop in Amir Nishan 
market of Aligarh). 
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• emibrddery areas 
• lock industry areas 
Source : Municipal Corporation, Aligarh (2007) edited 
Lock Area 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Nagia Masani 
Nai Basti 
Usman Para III 
Shah Jama! 
Bhujpura 
Tantan Para 
Baniya Para 
Embroidery area 
8. Bhamola 
9. Firdous Nagar 
10. Moulana Azad Nagar 
11. Hamdard Nagar 
12. Badam Nagar 
13. Patwari NagIa 
14. Jamalpur 
15. Jeevangarh 
16. Dodhpur, Ahmednagar 
17. Zohra Bagh 
18. Begpur, Islamnagar 
19. Kela Nagar 
20. Badarbagh, Aiambagh, Loco colony 
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Chapter-2 
SOCIAL PROFILE OF WOMEN EMBROIDERERS 
The city of Aligarh being a feudal hub with a number of aristocratic 
houses, there has traditionally been demand for embroidered patterns on the 
dresses worn by elite women and heavy embroidery on wedding clothes in 
golden and silver threads, zari, zardozi, karchobi, aari, moti work, etc. Such 
products are sufficient to maintain embroiderers in these crafts traditionally. 
Traditionally, the embroidery engaged women of secluded households, even 
of elite families, so much so that during the early twentieth century campaign 
for women's education in Aligarh, the meetings were accompanied with 
exhibition of women's needle work, presenting the high art by women 
(IViinault, 1998). The attempts were to establish their capacity and efficiency 
as learners through their fine arts. However, the needle work was treated 
not as women's work but as feminine leisure-time activity. Such discourse 
over embroidery continues even though now done by poor women. This 
home-based work engaging poor women is marred by the discourse o f ' khali 
waqt mein' (in free time) which reduces the status of the embroidery as 
proper work, ignores and marginalizes the women's work - this being the case 
with other embroideries as well where these are portrayed as use-value 
production (Wilkinson-Weber, 1997). 
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Leisure associated with embroidery done by women (Maskiell, 1999) 
moved into the domain of work with men in the craft. The very notions of 
embroidery became different when worked by men in karkhanas or removed 
from the house hold site. With increasing commercialization there arose a 
class of male embroiderers for cultural productions that were previously made 
by women at home to either decorate their own garments, spreads for home 
furnishings, or the handmade gifts etc. In Aligarh, men in the craft had opened 
up their respective shops in the market hub of Amir Nishan - the traditional 
ladies market of Aligarh. The continuing middle class fashions for embroidery 
on everyday women's dressing provided them a ready demand. Besides, the 
shops for hand work embroidery, there had sprung up shops for machine-
embroidery, with boys taking up apprenticeship with the masters in the shop 
for learning the craft. There are special demands for zari, zardozi, karchobi, 
etc. embroidery on wedding dresses, the ghararas and shararas, besides 
catering to the demands from the big showrooms in the city - all of these 
being the domain of male embroiderers in Aligarh. On the other hand, the 
home based embroidery by women continues to be bogged down as 
household feminine activity, obscured and mixed with the routine household 
chores. 
Noticeably, the women embroiderers' population is scattered all over 
in the laboring localities of Aligarh's civil lines area bordering the university 
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and its middle class residential area. They work from their homes. There are a 
number of working class localities neighboring the middle class colonies, not 
much spatially separated as in big cities, but still distinct laboring localities. 
With university at the centre and the middle class localities next to it; the 
poorer serving population (including those serving as fourth grade employees 
in the university) live in localities beyond these. Previously the outlying areas 
were dotted with agricultural lands, and the university was also bordered by a 
number of villages {Dhorro to its northeast, Bhamola in the west, 
Bhagwangarhi - Ramnagar in the northwest, in the east Jeevangarh bordered 
by the agricultural lands of villages of Kwarsi etc.); now these peripheral semi-
agricultural areas have increasingly been turned into larger ghetto of working 
population; the nearby agricultural lands passing into the growing residential 
colonies or the expanding laboring localities. The opportunities of livelihood 
through mixing a number of pursuits with agriculture that had been previously 
the case had been considerably reduced for the working population of the 
area. 
The present day localities in which the bulk of home based 
embroiderers are found are scattered all over in these working class localities, 
mainly Muslim dominated namely - Jamalpur, Hamdard Nagar, Asif Nagar, 
Firdos Nagar, Bhamola, Loco Colony, Alam bagh, in the west; Purani Chungi, 
Patwari Nagia, Maulana Azad Nagar towards north; Islam Nagar, Ahmed 
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Nagar, Zohra Bagh, Jeevangarh in the east etc. However, there are a few 
pockets of working people living amidst the middle class locality. Home based 
women embroiderers were also found living in the middle class Zohra Bagh 
and Ahmed Nagar locality. The women of impoverished middle class families 
who got depressed in circumstances also account in the work force. 
Brief profile of Patti work 
Phool patti ka kaam is a traditional applique embroidery style from 
Aligarh in North India. The only other location in India where this is also 
practiced is Rampur. Applique refers to a needle work technique in which 
pieces of fabric, embroidery or other materials are sewn onto another piece of 
fabric to create designs, patterns and pictures. Phool patti was initially made 
only on organdi and cotton fabrics on which patti of rubiya cloth was cut and 
stitched but now organdi fabric becoming expensive the suits mostly for the 
local market are made of mixed cottons on which there are organdi patches 
stitched. However, this embroidery is also done on a variety of fabrics like 
tissue, chanderi, silk, net-cloth, cotton, organdi, semi organdi, organza, etc. 
There are no written records on the history of patti work yet through 
the interviews with the shopkeepers of Amir Nishan market, contractors in the 
business, embroiderers, etc. it was possible to have some information on the 
background of this embroidery work. Patti embroidery is held to be of as early 
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as the Mughal period and was originally done by using fine cotton fabrics 
(Usmani, 2008). It is believed that phool patti work was done by court 
embroiderers initially on the shalukas (blouses) worn by the begums of 
Nawabs. It was done by the maidens of the courts for their begums to please 
them and as a part of their leisure activity. With the university town becoming 
the feudal hub and the aristocratic - nawabi families settling in Aligarh, the 
craft reached Aligarh. The embroidery reflects Persian influence and draws on 
/W(7g/7o/art designs. 
Till 1960s-70s patti work was mostly done by veiled women and girls 
for their daily wearing and also for the preparation of dovyry (Usmani, 2008). 
At that time there were no shops selling phool patti work in the city. It was 
around late 1980s when this work was started by few contractors on a 
commercial basis in Aligarh - a work that exclusively employed home based 
women work force. Interestingly, females from the beginning have always 
been contractors in this business. It was later that the shops were established 
in the Amir Nishan market (post 1985) and gradually men took over as the 
main contractors in the business. However, till today there are number of lady 
contractors in the business. The cut woric embroidery also started at the same 
time and presently, the market of patti work and cut work has become quite 
large. It is not only sold in the shops of the Aligarh city but also in the big cities 
of India and abroad. Contractors have informed about parties working in this 
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business in Middle East, South East, US and UK etc. Besides, there are 
exclusive designers in Aligarh with their own boutiques or their products 
entering big stores like 'Fabindia', 'Concernindia', and one such designer of 
Aligarh patti work entering big stores under their exclusive label is 'Rummis/ 
The product in silk and tissue are generally not for sale locally in Aligarh. These 
are usually meant for high end markets. 
The expansion of market had led to increase in the number of women 
embroiderers. The working pockets of embroiderers have extended now. 
Many patti embroiderers introduced the craft in the localities they went after 
marriage. The work in this manner has now spread in the adjoining localities 
of Aligarh and to newer localities like 'Jalaali', 'Radgaon', 'Sahawar', 'Kher' 
etc. (around 20-30 kms from the city). Similarly, the girls who got married into 
families of patti embroiderers learnt the craft from the marital family. 
Obviously the growing demand for embroidery provides much scope for 
extension of embroidery in newer localities. 
Girls learn the embroidery skill within their families. There is an inter-
generational element in the transfer of work and skills between mothers and 
children. Like all other household works in which the female members of the 
household usually cooperate, and the daughters initiated since childhood 
(Mehrotra & Biggeri, 2007); the embroidery work at home similarly draws 
daughters into the work. Initially by helping mothers in this work, they 
gradually learn the skill sufficiently to attract greater orders of patti work in 
the household. Women also learn this skill from their neighbors and friends, 
and begin working in their homes. The home based patti embroidery thereby 
remain the domain of women embroiderers. 
The general market rates of hand embroideries are much high. The 
rates in Amir Nishan definitely remain much high compared to embroidery by 
machine But the hand embroideries done by women at homes are quite low 
priced. The long hours of labor and the skills in embroidery are not regarded 
here as sufficient to raise their rates. Separated from the main customers, 
unlike embroiderers in the market, they have little bargaining power to raise 
their rates. 
In the patti business there are men, but mainly as entrepreneurs, 
contractors, subcontractors while few of them are also tracers, tailors and 
launderers but not as patti emibroiderers. Whereas women in this business are 
mainly embroiderers {though women- contractors, subcontractors are many in 
business). The patti embroidery is typically regarded as feminine work. There 
is a network o^ subcontractors, mostly residing in the locality belonging to the 
same community, who bring work from the main contractors or shops in 
Aligarh and distribute it among embroiderers in their own locality. The designs 
are traced on the fabric and along with the desired color combinations handed 
over to the subcontractors who give it to home based embroiderers who use 
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their own thread and needle for the embroidery. Sometimes these home 
based embroiderers also take the work directly from the contractors, in that 
case they earn more. 
Women's work is regarded as leisure activity' whereas the products 
and proceeds are controlled by men. Maria Mies work on lace makers of 
Narsapur in Andhra Pradesh demonstrates that the expansion of the lace 
industry into the global marke t^ led not only to class differentiation and total 
feminization of the production process but also to masculinization of all non 
production jobs especially the marketing of product. Men sell women's 
products and live on the profits from women's work (Mies, 1982 p.488). The 
case of embroiderers of Aligarh is the same. There is gendered division of 
labor where all women embroiderers working from homes earn little, while 
the male contractors, traders, shopkeepers earn higher profits. Such gendered 
division of labor with the embroidery seen as leisurely engagement rather 
than productive work goes to further depress the conditions of workers. The 
'leisure activity' discourse regards their work as of inferior quality. They 
thereby receive low wages and are hardly considered as 'serious' labor. Their 
skills are considered rudimentary and embroiderers themselves come to 
regard their work as little specialized and requiring lesser skills. Notably, while 
they receive low wages for their 'lesser skill,' the finished products are sold at 
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much higher rates. Interestingly, there is distinction made of high quality work 
on the basis of the skill involved. 
There are not only male traders, agents or contractors in the business 
who account for employment/oppression of an undifferentiated women labor 
force in embroidery rather there are women contractors as well. There are 
categories within embroiderers themselves (see chapter 3 for classification of 
embroiderers according to their worl< in the craft) and there appears unequal 
relations between embroiderers themselves. Beside the income differential 
between embroiderers on account of the skill or years spent in the craft (see 
chapter 3), we have disparity between the pure embroiderers and women 
working as agents of traders and contractors in the business who amass a 
larger share per piece. Few women in the craft have found opportunity of 
subcontracting for the bigger agents while continuing with the embroidery 
work and thereby earning better income than the rest. 
Interestingly, there is restricted movement of embroiderers between 
the different embroidery types even though their rates vary. There is hardly 
much movement from patti and cut work to karchobi work. The movement 
remains restricted mainly to embroiderers of cut work who may take up some 
patti work or karoshia as per the demand. Besides, a patti worker may also do 
the bit of karoshia work needed on the piece as the requirement may be or 
may do the [aari, kaamdaani) work on the same piece if the order demands 
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so. Even though not considerable, still the presence of this section of 
embroiderers in the region which can move from one form of embroidery to 
another as per demand helps to lower the wages of these embroiderers. 
There were few karchobi workers who were initially doing patti embroidery 
but had now shifted to karchobi work. There is thus little possibility for rise in 
wage rates of embroiderers. 
Description of locality: 
The localities bordering the university premises towards its west were 
the adjoining localities of Bhamola, Alam bagh & Loco colony. These appear as 
mixed class localities with many middle class houses and bungalows built as 
well in the locality. The embroidery done in this locality is only patti work. 
Another area of patti workers near the university premises was the Aftab 
Manzil in Shamshad market (which is again amidst middle class residence). 25-
30 households are engaged in this craft here. This area was inhabited by 
owners of Aftab Manzil (a palatial bungalow) who provided dwelling spaces to 
their servants at a very nominal rent (Rs 100 per month). The men generally 
served in the bungalow and the wives were engaged in patti embroidery as 
the owner herself was among the early entrepreneurs in patti embroidery. 
The other area where patti embroidery is done is the bigger Jamalpur, 
Hamdard nagar & Asif nagar areas towards the north west of the university. In 
this large locality, women were also found doing kaamdaani and karchobi 
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embroidery. In between Bhamola and Jamalpur belt is the Purani chungi area 
where women are engaged in potti, karchobi and kaamdaani but mainly patti 
work is done. Another locality across the railway line (broad gauge) in the 
west passing Purani Chungi is Firdos nagar (also north of bhamola ) which has 
a number of women in patti craft. 
Other pockets are Maulana azad nagar and Patwari Nagia, situated on 
the outskirts of the city in its north west where a large number of women are 
engaged in potti embroidery. These localities are in a very pitiable condition 
with pathetic roads and extremely poor drainage. Women of Maulana Azad 
Nagar were also found working in meat packaging at the slaughter house 
{katti gtiar). Maulana Azad Nagar also called as 'jamalpur line paar' is divided 
by a huge '•noo/o'(drain). On one side, women are engaged in patti work and 
work in katti ghar. On the other side, women are fully engaged only in 
karciiobi embroidery. All these localities are separated by a distance of around 
3-4 kms from the university. Other localities spatially separated from the 
university area, adjoining the middle class locality of Sir Syed Nagar in the east 
are Ahmed nagar and Zohra bagh localities. These are primarily middle class 
localities in which were found contractors in the business of patti and cut 
work and workers too reside here. These are however not the 'main areas' of 
potti embroiderers. Adjoining this is the large working class locality of 
Jeevangarh comprising mainly of the cut work embroiderers. Very few patti 
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workers were found and embroiderers were doing patti work only in case of 
non availability of order for cut work. It was a very poor locality with very bad 
drainage, extremely bad roads and small houses. Islam nagar- 1-2 kms from 
jeevangarh was another patti and cut work area which was amidst middle 
class locality (refer map in the introductory chapter p. 18) 
Thus, the main localities of patti workers include Jamalpur, Firdos 
Nagar, University farm, Alam Bagh, Bhamola, Loco colony, Maulana Azad 
Nagar, Aftab IVIanzil, Purani chungi, Hamdard Nagar, Asif Nagar, Patwari 
Nagla. The cut work belt is mainly the areas of Ahmed Nagar, Zohra Bagh, 
Jeevangarh, Palli paar, Islam Nagar, Baigpur, Vikram colony. The karchobi 
embroidery was mainly done in the area across Jamalpur crossing. These 
working class localities of embroiderers are generally shanty localities. These 
mostly have kuchcha roads, dingy lanes, over flowing drains, garbage strewn 
all over etc. The houses were congested with poor ventilation and were dark 
and humid inside. These had 1-2 rooms, an aangan (a little open courtyard) 
and veranda was common in almost every house. The houses had proper 
latrines and bathrooms built within their houses with a separate kitchen. 
2.1 Community milieu 
Studies have brought to light many Indian communities, especially 
Muslims and some of higher castes with long established customs prohibiting 
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women from working outside their homes (Wilkinson-Weber 1999; Mies 
1982). Attitudes regarding women's sphere and the devaluation of their home 
based activities are deeply rooted in the cultural practices of the societies in 
which they live in. Moreover, this 'leisure activity' is regarded best suited for 
women of castes and women's seclusion in homes as their status symbol. 
The women embroiderers of Aligarh are predominantly Muslim home 
based workers whose employment opportunities are adversely affected by 
purdah restrictions. Moving out of homes for work is looked down as lowly. 
One could easily notice the middle class norms of restrictions on women in 
these working class families, perhaps as extension of the normative. 
Embroidery has been traditional occupation of women, traditionally done by 
even elite middle-class women. The needle work considered the only option 
of women in middle class. Extension of these ideas had conveniently moved to 
laboring population. Domestic work or work in construction area even though 
these fetches higher earnings are considered lowly compared to home based 
work. Besides, women belonging to low income families with middle class 
norms whose conditions got worsened (a trend towards feminization of 
poverty) are also engaged in the craft. 
Though the discourse on purdah restrictions is quite powerful in 
explaining the conditions of home based embroiderers, there is definite lack 
of alternative work opportunities available in the area. In some of the outlying 
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localities bordering the agricultural lands, there were avenues of income 
through the farm land for women. Some women from these localities are now 
solely engaged in this craft for income. There are little opportunities of work 
in the neighborhood except in the domestic or the construction work, not 
considered respectable and thus restricts their choices in work. They would 
not take to domestic work even if it brings greater earnings. They generally 
eye on the opportunities of little jobs in the universities. As told by one of the 
respondents, "hum se nahi hoti kisi ki ghulami, allah ka shukor hai ghar bethe 
izzat se thoda bohot kamo lete hain."{\Ne can't be slaves of others; by the 
grace of God we are able to earn some money with respect from our homes-
Razia Bi resident of Islam nagar). They treat embroidery work as adding to 
their little earnings, even though meagerly. 
The discourse on purdah properly keeps women confined to their 
places. However, at the same time, Muslim women of the same class and 
locality have taken up other sorts of job (even with limited opportunities). For 
instance, Muslim women living in localities around the slaughter house/meat 
packaging industry (katti ghar) are employed in different operations of the 
industry. Women of Maulana Azad Nagar (the locality were we found patti 
embroidery) have found jobs in the katti ghar. Some women embroiderer 
work as casual workers in the university during the time of examinations when 
there is a demand for work. Few work as security guards, waitresses in dining 
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halls, buas (helpers) in girl's hostel of the university. Thus, purdah by itself 
could not have been the viable self explanatory factor explaining the 
conditions of what is regarded as monolithic 'Muslim women' category. 
Looking only at their problems from the perspective of community based 
cultural practices would amount to deny spaces to their more genuine 
economic grievances, it obscures the problems of work and the issues 
confronting this category of working class women. Women are restricted to 
low paid embroidery with little other options of work. While the discourse on 
purdah and socially restrictive situation for women tries to establish women 
embroiderers as inferior workers. The pittance offered is therefore a sort of a 
favor done to women who could not move out of home - a wage to 
'supplement' their family income without needing to move out of home. The 
restricted work opportunities create abundance of women labor confined to 
homes and available for embroidery. 
The home based embroidery of Aligarh thus employs poor Muslim 
women on piece rates. The study also brings In the consciousness of the 
different castes prevalent among the Muslim embroiderers. Women 
embroiderers (as table 2.1 would show) were from various low Muslim castes 
of the region. Majority of patti and cut work embroiderers belonged to alvi 
syed a backward caste among Muslims who are called faqeer in spoken 
language in India whereas in karchobi it was found that majority of women 
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embroiderers were thakurs (a high caste Hindu converted to Islam). There 
were women from high castes in depressed circumstances also taking to 
embroidery. 
Besides, the class of predominantly Muslim women engaged in home 
embroidery, we find Hindu women in certain localities also involved in patti 
and cut work (not in karchobi embroidery). These were in the areas around 
Aftab Manzil, Bhamola, Vikram colony and Baigpur and mainly belonged to 
the castes of dhobi andyoot. 
Table 2.1 Different castes in embroideries 
Different castes 
Alvi syed 
Ansari 
Pathan 
Sheikh abbasi 
Saifi 
Syed 
Thakur 
Others 
Total 
Patti work 
40 
16 
15 
28 
8 
7 
6 
20 
140 
Cut work 
17 
2 
11 
7 
2 
3 
0 
8 
50 
Karchobi 
4 
6 
5 
3 
3 
0 
7 
2 
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Source: field survey 
Other castes included the Muslim castes of naqvi, teli, malik, rangrez and 
banihar etc. and Hindu castes of mainly cf/jo/)/andyoot. 
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2.2 Personal Profile: 
Age of embroiderers 
The home based embroidery is done as a collective family craft. It was 
observed that daughters learned this craft quite early from their mothers and 
by the age of 16-18 years, they became expert in the craft. This is very true 
from the study of other home based embroideries as well phulkari, chikankari, 
zardosi, etc. (Maskiell 1999, Weber 1997, Mehrotra & Biggeri 2007). So, very 
few households had single earners (refer chapter 3 for female helpers). In 
most of the households all the female members including daughters and 
sisters, daughter-in-laws, sister- in-laws were working together. However, the 
main embroiderer-earner in the family is considered in this study. 
Table 2.2 Age of embroiderers 
Age (in years) 
less than 15 
15-25 
25-35 
35-45 
45-55 
55 & above 
Total sample 
Patti 
3 
33 
43 
43 
15 
3 
140 
Cut work 
1 
13 
13 
16 
5 
2 
50 
Karchobi 
1 
18 
11 
0 
0 
0 
30 
Source: field survey 
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Marital status: 
Embroiderers were predominantly married women with children. A 
typical home-based worker is generally a woman married with children 
(Mehrotra & Biggeri 2007). This gives an insight to the lack of married 
women's opportunities of work and mobility on account of the household. 
The women take up this work as the household chores could be taken care off 
along with some earnings through embroidery in 'free time'. The household 
normative too had been an issue with this class of women - confronted with 
child care and education, care of homes etc. as we will see. 
Table 2.3 Marital status of women embroiderers 
Marital status of 
women embroiderers 
Married 
Unmarried 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Remarried 
Total 
Type of embroidery 
Patti work 
94 
32 
09 
03 
01 
01 
140 
Cut work 
36 
10 
03 
0 
0 
0 
50 
Karchobi 
10 
16 
01 
02 
01 
0 
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Source: field survey 
The percentage of married embroiderers has been calculated by 
considering the entire sample of 220 embroiderers. 
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Chart 2.1 Percentage of all married embroiderers 
1 ^' 
^ ^ ^ H Patti work 
Source: field survey 
Karchobi \Norkers however appear as exception in this case. Whereas 
in patti and cut work there were older married women, majority of women 
engaged in this embroidery were unmarried young girls. Karchobi- intricate 
work is quite strenuous for eyes compared to the other two embroideries. No 
embroiderer in l(archobi was more than 35 years of age. 
The mean age of married patti embroiderers was 38.3 years and 
unmarried was 18.9 years which was almost similar to cut work embroiderers 
(married 38.7 years and unmarried 18.6 years). The mean age of married 
karchobi embroiderers was 33.5 years and unmarried girls was 17.4 years. 
Family of embroiderers: nuclear but large families 
The data brings in an early age of marriage of women embroiderers. In 
case of patti workers, it was 17.1 years (17.4 years for cut work embroiderers. 
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and 16.7 years of karchobi workers) - i.e. below the legal adult age of 
marriage. 
The reason for nuclear families can be attributed to small houses, lesser 
space available and migration. Meager earnings also could not provide for a 
joint family set-up. The adult married sons move to another unit as the space 
in the house is already crammed. The family thereby mainly consists of adult 
unmarried daughters and sons. The adult working sons also move out of the 
household on finding work at distant places, even within Aligarh. 
Table 2.4 Type of family of women embroiderers 
Type of family 
Nuclear 
Joint 
Total 
Type of embroidery 
Patti 
126 
14 
140 
Cut work 
43 
07 
50 
Karchobi 
24 
06 
30 
Source: field survey 
Taken together for all embroideries, there were on an average 7.5 
members per family. Out of these, there were 2.9 children whose care must 
have been heavy on married women's responsibilities. There were 2.2 men, 
hardly contributing in the household. The average female adults in a family 
were 2.4. The household duties of women were therefore enormous (for 
earners in the family, see cliapter3). 
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2.3 Class profile 
Occupation of husbands/fathers 
The husbands/fathers of women embroiderers were engaged in a 
variety of jobs which included rickshaw pulling, tailoring, cycle repairing, 
street vending, carpentry, daily wagers in lock industry etc. Many were daily 
wagers and casual laborers with no stability at work. If they were to be 
treated as 'main earners' in the family, their unstable low incomes in these 
occupations only suggest poor vulnerable households. 
At the same time, many men were also with stable incomes. The 
husbands/ fathers of women in all the embroidery type were almost equally 
divided in the category of men with stable-unstable incomes. Few of them 
were also employed in the university as permanent employees. Among the 
husbands of patti and karchobi workers, they were more into stable 
occupations (refer chapter 3 for stable-unstable incomes of husbands/fathers) 
Some were in skilled occupations. In fact, there was a very broad category 
ranging from that of manual laborers, daily rickshaw pullers to government 
employees and fourth grade permanent employees in the university etc. 
Women from depressed middle class section were also into this craft. This 
class category of women (through their husband's/father's) explains why 
these women do not take up the menial- domestic or construction work even 
though it fetches better earnings, The class status of their husbands ties them 
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to a level where they are not too menial to seek domestic jobs. Besides, 
middle class notions of domesticity have its own effects. 
Education 
Education also provides an insight to the class character of the 
embroidery households. There appears a considerable gap between the 
earnings and education in the household. The data shows a greater lack of 
education among the adults in spite of the fact that they were earning stable 
and relatively good income. Similarly most of the women embroiderers were 
illiterate. Very few had the chance to pass the high school. Look at the pie 
charts below comparing women embroiderers' with their men's education. 
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Chart 2.2 Education of embroiderers and their husbands 
patti embroiderers 
I primary 
I secondary 
; no education 
46% 
\ 
\ 
husbands 
1 
JHe^ ' ^ 
• primary 
• secondary 
Lj no education 
cut work embroiderers 
76% 
• primary 
• secondary 
l i no education 
karchobi embroiderers 
60% 
• primary 
• secondary 
u no education 
husbands 
56% 
husbands 
• primary 
• secondary 
y no education 
H primary 
• secondary 
u no education 
Source: field survey 
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Table 2.5 (a) Years of formal schooling of women embroiderers 
Years of schooling 
No schooling 
I t o 5 years 
5 to 8 years 
8 to 10 years 
Total sample 
Type of embroidery 
Patti 
97 
20 
18 
05 
140 
Cut work 
38 
07 
03 
02 
50 
Karchobi 
18 
06 
04 
02 
30 
Source: field survey 
It was found that overwhelming majority of women embroiderers had 
no formal schooling at all in all the three category of embroidery. Only 5 out of 
140 embroiderers in patti work had passed high school whereas 2 each in cut 
work and karchobi work reported to have completed their studies up to high 
school. The mean years of schooling for patti embroiderers was therefore 1.85 
years (1.38 years for cut work and 2.36 years for karchobi workers). 
Majority of embroiderers had no formal schooling and few of them 
who went to school mostly dropped out before high school. Poverty, social 
and family restrictions appear as the main reasons for their dropping from 
school. A number of embroiderers were forced to leave their studies before 
high school on account of family problems such as parent's illness, looking 
after daily household chores, looking after their younger siblings, etc. Many of 
them left their studies before completion due to social barriers such as 
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schools being far off and young girls not allowed by families to go that far. Few 
left schools as soon as their marriages were fixed and sometimes by the 
decision of would be in-laws. (See table below). Besides they had little access 
to informal education and technical skills. It was observed that the women 
embroiderers did not have access to any technical skills except their 
embroideries. Few of them were expert in stitching, painting and other skilled 
embroideries like zori work. 
Table 2.5 (b) Reasons for dropping out from school. 
Reasons for dropout 
Own disinterest 
Poverty 
Family reasons 
Social restrictions 
Total sample 
Type of embroidery (no. of respondents) 
Patti 
10 
51 
31 
48 
140 
Cut work 
05 
19 
15 
11 
50 
Karchobi 
04 
09 
11 
06 
30 
Source: field survey 
Thus, limited in education and restricted by their class and community, 
they could not take up menial jobs nor were they equipped to take up the jobs 
requiring literacy, such as the fourth grade employment in the university or 
elsewhere. The class fourth grade section in the university remains sizably 
male dominated. 
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Education of children 
The aspirations for social and economic mobility through education are 
visible in the families of embroiderers and these women appear keen for their 
children's education. Though some women were disinterested in educating 
their girl child, there were instances of women keen to educate their 
daughters so that they could lead their lives with dignity and would not have 
to labor so hard like their mothers. In the following table children attending 
school both at primary and secondary level has been presented. 
Table 2.6 Number of children attending school 
Going to school 
Not going to school 
Total number of 
children 
Primary level 
Male 
Children 
96 
159 
255 
Female 
Children 
46 
132 
178 
Secondary level 
Male 
Children 
20 
70 
90 
Female 
Children 
9 
72 
81 
Source: field survey 
(Note: Only children of school going age have been considered here) 
The above table shows the disparity in the male and female children 
attending school at both primary and secondary levels. While percentages of 
male children going to school is higher than percentages of female children 
going for primary education there is a sharp decline in the percentages of both 
male and female children going for secondary level of education. 
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The social milieu of embroiderers speaks of depressed state, lack of 
opportunities, cultural practices which restricts women's nnobility, patriarchal 
practices of the families and community etc. The work for wages is attempt by 
these women to improve their lot, working within the norms of dominant 
domesticity and with whatever limited opportunities of earning. 
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Chapters 
ECONOMIC PROFILE OF WOMEN EMBROIDERERS 
Traditional embroideries have continued as nnarkers of traditions in 
dressings but these products had been fully adjusted, Incorporated in the 
global market scheme not working simply through traditional devices and 
marketing strategies but are fully Integrated In the modern global capitalist 
network. The products have entered the big shopping malls, export houses 
etc. Women's vulnerability Is more marked now in the globalised settings, 
given the insecure, unstable nature of work when they are subjected to the 
vagaries of supply and demand In both national and global markets. In this 
worldwide trend towards trade liberalization, more and more women have 
had to eke out a living at home or on the streets rather than In factories, 
fields, and offices (Sinha, 2006). 
Low wages is a common feature of informal sector workers and It Is 
more troublesome in case of home based women workers. Studies have 
shown the earnings of home based workers much less compared to other 
category of Informal sector workers like street vendors, manual laborers etc. A 
large number of home based workers are predominantly women and their 
numbers continue to rise (Ibid.). The typically unorganized nature of their 
work and working from separate domestic spaces, primarily on account of 
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restricted mobility, place them in severe disadvantageous positions in terms 
of striking bargain for wages. 
It would be particularly interesting to estimate the income of these 
embroidery workers since the embroideries not only have a sizeable domestic 
market but the products are also marketed internationally. There are specific 
market zones in Aligarh where products are directly taken to, but alongside 
the local demand, the high quality product enters elite shopping mails and has 
significant national and international market. Large working population 
engaged in the craft testifies to the large demand for the product (refer map 
for embroidery localities). 
Large numbers of women workers living in shanty localities of civil lines 
area of Aligarh city are engaged in a variety of home based embroideries like 
kaamdaani, ganth ki kadhai, oari, karoshia, patti ka kaam, cut work, karchobi, 
etc. With the rising demand for textiles and the fashion for traditional 
embroideries, visible also through the market complexion of the famous 
traditional ladies' market in 'Amir Nishan', where shops especially selling 
garments with embroideries have considerably grown in a decade's time. 
Consequently, the women engaged in embroidery work have grown. Working 
through their homes on a sort of 'putting out' system where fabric and 
designs are provided by the contractor, these provide the readied supplies to 
this market (as also the external even export oriented market). Interestingly in 
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Amir Nishan where embroidery shops have been there and more shops have 
come up in recent times, there are male embroiderers (their rates quite high 
compared to the home based women embroiderers, as we can see in Appendix 
A, Table 1.1). 
An attempt has been made through the primary survey of women 
embroiderers of Aligarh to examine and understand the situation of 
embroidery workers and the processes and factors determining the conditions 
of work. With the patti work as the main embroidery of Aligarh, followed by 
cut worl<, the survey was primarily carried out of patti workers. The sample 
thus consisted of 140 embroiderers of patti worli. The other embroiderers in 
the sample, 50 from cut worl< embroidery and 30 from l<archobi embroidery 
were taken in order to study their relative conditions in this craft in Aligarh. 
The total sample thus consists of 220 embroiderers. 
3.1 Value chain in embroidery 
The value chain describes the full range of activities which are required 
to bring a product or service from conception, through the different phases of 
production (involving a combination of physical transformation and the input 
of various producer services), delivery to final consumers, and final disposal 
after use (Kaplinsky et al., 2001, p.4 as cited in Mehrotra & Biggeri 2007). It 
would be imperative here to discuss the value chain or the set of value-adding 
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activities in the embroideries of Aligarh as the product passes from the Initial 
design to its final consumption stage. The value chain here consists of usually 
four to five intermediaries between embroiderers (producer) and the retailer 
on the other end. The number of intermediaries definitely impact on the 
bargaining strength of embroiderers. 
Chart 3.1 The value chain in patti and cut work embroidery 
International market National market Local market 
\7 
Contractors/shopkeepers in Aligarh 
V 
Sub contractors in Aligarh 
V 
Sub-sub contractors in Aligarh 
\z 
Women embroiderers in Aligarh 
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The value chain in patti and cut work embroidery is similar, sometimes 
the number of intermediaries may increase or decrease. Some embroiderers 
go directly to the local shopkeepers/contractors asking for any order of work 
(this reduces their number of intermediaries and increases their earnings) but 
most of them have to sit in their homes waiting for the sub contractors or sub-
sub contractors to come and deliver work to their homes (with the increase in 
number of intermediaries their already low wages becomes lower and lower). 
This explains the reason of women being poorer in the informal economy due 
to their higher representation in the informal economy- casual wage worker 
and industrial outworker (Carr & Chen, 2001, Mehrotra & Biggeri 2007). The 
korchobi embroidery however forms an exception following a different value 
chain. The demand for embroidery does not flow from the local Amir Nishan 
shopkeepers/contractors of Aligarh or even from the few big showrooms of 
Aligarh selling karchobi products like 'Sheesh Mahal', 'Vastralok', 'Saree 
Suhag' etc. which employ for their work male embroiderers on a regular basis. 
Women embroiderers of karchobi receive their work from contractors from 
the neighboring Bulandshahar, Dibai and Sikandrabad areas of Aligarh where 
this craft is more popular. In Aligarh, it is done on a small scale by few women 
of a particular locality. Moreover, karchobi is in fact a male dominated craft in 
Aligarh. It is only recently that women have started producing for the market 
within their homes. The designs made by women karchobi embroiderers were 
not as fine and delicate as the designs (for designs of karchobi refer Appendix 
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B) made by the male karchobi embroiderers of the market who were also 
doing zari and zardozi work In the market. The earnings of male karchobi 
embroiderers was quite high in comparison to female home based karchobi 
embroiderers (refer Appendix A(l.l)for wages of male karchobi embroiderers). 
The wage differentiation was being made on account of 'regarded' notions of 
lesser skills involved in home based women's work. 
3.2 Classification of women embroiderers: 
One needs to look at the different categories of embroiderers as well in 
each of these embroidery types, noticeable by their level of skills, learning, 
experience in the craft and at different levels in the production chain etc. 
These however do not always fall in neat categories, the criteria being 
somewhat fluid on a number of accounts, as we will see. An attempt is also 
made to locate these different categories of embroiderers to understand the 
production process, their respective earnings and prospects in life. 
The study primarily classifies embroiderers as unskilled, skilled, worker-
cum- subcontractors and subcontractors. Roughly 5 years period in potti work 
and cut work is seen as sufficient for acquiring a standing of a skilled/expert.^ 
The movement in wage is primarily on account of the years spent in the craft, 
or the experience in the craft. There is however not always a direct connection 
between rise in income and the time spent in the craft. 
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Notably the skill of patti work and cut work is regarded as rather 
rudimentary In terms of techniques in embroidery and no special acquisition 
of skill is considered as essential for the craft. This may however be purely 
notional as notions of work have remained gendered^. This may not be 
regarded as a high skill perhaps also to keep the wages low. The term unskilled 
is thus for the beginners in the craft who have spent less than 5 years in the 
craft. In patti work normally a girl learns from making borders of dupattas and 
sarees called as 'keekri'. The keekri workers in patti work are beginners and it 
takes at least 2-3 years to come into full fledge patti work. 
Skilled embroiderers therefore are those who have spent much time 
(more than 5 years in embroidery) and have acquired certain skills in the craft. 
The higher skill may not always lead to higher income of embroiderer as the 
earnings remain uncertain on a number of accounts. A skilled worker may 
earn lesser than an unskilled worker due to lack of availability of work (work 
coming through a chain of contractors, in which chance, resourcefulness of 
contractors in getting contract etc. have a play) or according to rates current 
in their locality, or the rates paid by their specific contractor. 
We, however, find another category of embroiderers who are also 
working as subcontractors in their own locality, receiving the contract from 
the higher ones and distributing the work among other women after taking 
their share of work. Notably, all embroiderers in this category had worked for 
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more than 5 years. We call them workers-cum-subcontractors while the 
subcontractors are those who have now left the embroidery and have fully 
taken the work of subcontracting. These women appear well experienced and 
were found working from more than 10 years in this craft. 
3.3 Estimation of Income 
The embroidery in Aligarh involves both the own account workers and 
the piece-rate workers - (i) Own account workers work generally in direct 
contact with the market and buy their own raw material. They face larger 
competition from open market, often do not have easy access to credit and 
since they cannot buy large quantities of raw materials, the per unit cost of 
their products is higher (ii) the piece-rote workers are those who take work 
from contractor/subcontractors or intermediaries and are paid in piece rate 
according to the items produced. These workers do not have direct contact 
with the market. 
This study primarily aims at examining the piece rate home based 
embroiderers who receive payment according to the pieces they produce. 
Hardly having any connection with the market and of course not receiving fair 
wages for their labor according to the market rate of embroideries (refer 
Appendix A (1.1) for market rates of embroideries), they receive payment 
according to per piece prevailing rates for the piece rate workers, in a rather 
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arbitrary fashion determined by the set of contractors in the business. In 
embroidery, all different categories from the level of subcontractors down to 
the unskilled embroiderers receive payment according to piece rates. 
1. Piece rates of women embroiderers 
As mentioned previously, patti workers are paid on piece rate basis. 
The rates vary according to the amount of embroidery done on the cloth. For 
a full shalwar suit, which on an average takes a week to be completed with 6.6 
average daily working hours, Rs 220 is received (Rs.34 per day). A kurta which 
takes two to three days for completion amounts to Rs. 45 (Rs.l5 per day) in 
case of cotton fabric and Rs. 55 in case of tissue, silk, chanderi etc. (Rs. 18 per 
day). A saree which takes 12 to 15 days to complete, the average piece rate 
payment is between Rs. 300 to 400 (Rs 25 daily). The payment for embroidery 
varies with the type, extent, fabric and quality of embroidery on each piece. 
The remuneration per piece also varies in case of different contractors and 
subcontractors. Besides, these rates vary depending on the demand affected 
by the vagaries of not only limited local market but the demand ensuing from 
big malls and export oriented market. 
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Table 3.1 Piece-rates in patti embroidery in the local markets of Aligarh 
Items 
Top 
Kurta 
Dupatta 
Suit 
Saree 
Bed sheet set 
Piece rates 
(in Rs.) 
15 to 25 
45 to 55 
70 to 220 
160 to 500 
190 to 450 
100 to 150 
Market rate 
of end 
product 
125-300 
150-400 
150-300 
300-3500 
500-4000 
800-1500 
Hours of 
labor 
2-6 
10-12 
25-40 
40-50 
60-80 
40-60 
Average 
Hourly 
wage 
(in Rs) 
5.83 
4.54 
4.15 
7 
4.39 
2.5 
Source: field survey 
Table 3.2 Piece rates of cut work embroiderers 
Items 
Stole 
Top 
Dupatta 
Suit 
Bed sheet set 
Saree 
Piece rates 
(in Rs.) 
15-30 
20-30 
60-80 
70-200 
100-150 
150-250 
Market rate 
100-150 
100-200 
150-300 
500-1500 
700-1200 
500-1800 
Hours of 
labor 
2-4 
2-6 
15-30 
30-40 
50-70 
50-60 
Average 
Hourly 
wage 
(in Rs) 
7.50 
7.50 
3.33 
3.66 
2.07 
3.58 
Source: field survey 
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It was difficult to find out the market price of korchobi products as the 
products were not sold locally. Here the prices of products are considered as 
informed by embroiderers and subcontractors. 
Table 3.3 Piece rates in karchobi embroidery 
Items 
Suit 
Dupatta 
Lehenga 
Saree 
Piece rates 
250-500 
250-350 
500-1000 
400-900 
Market rate 
1500-2000 
800-1200 
10,000-20,000 
3000-15,000 
Hours of 
labor 
35-40 
30-35 
100-150 
70-150 
Average 
Hourly wage 
(in Rs) 
10 
9 
6 
6 
Source: field survey 
Table 1.1 shows that hourly wage in case of suits in patti work is 
highest (Rs.7) whereas making bed sheets of patti embroidery fetches the 
lowest hourly wage (Rs.2.5). However, the hourly wages in case of all other 
products remains more or less same which in any way remains quite low as 
compared to the market prices of the products. 
In cut work hourly wages are highest in case of stoles and tops (Rs.7.5) 
whereas again embroiderers receive lowest wages in bed sheets (Rs.2). In 
korchobi, embroiderers are benefitted more by making suits than lehangas 
and screes, though these products are high priced in the market. The owners 
and the shopkeepers seem to earn greater profits in case of high priced 
products by cutting down the wages of these home based embroiderers. 
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Notably, majority of women are generally totally Ignorant about the 
market value of their products and also about the remuneration given to the 
workers outside their own locality (discussed in detail in chapter 5). Even if 
few embroiderers have a rough idea of the value of the product in the market, 
there could be little bargaining for them on this point given the large number 
of low income home based women who had taken up the embroidery work 
from home as their only option for work, also given the little opportunities of 
'dignified work' in the neighborhood (discussed in detail in chapter 2). 
2. Monthly earnings of embroiderers: 
(a) Estimation of monthly income: 
The earnings through the piece rate estimation give us the picture of 
earnings of embroiderers if she has to produce only a particular type of 
embroidery, which is not the case. Embroiderers produce different items 
depending on the demand. 
The monthly earnings of women embroiderers are estimated here to 
assess their real economic conditions. The estimation of their monthly wages 
is somewhat difficult on account of the payment received in piece rates in a 
highly unstable demand situation and no fixed number of hours for 
embroidery, as the household tasks gets mixed with embroidery work. Here 
the incomes of all the four category of embroiderers namely - unskilled, 
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skilled, worker-cum-subcontractors and subcontractors have been estimated. 
The respondents however, mentioned average remuneration they received 
per piece and the number of such products produced in a week, from which 
the monthly earnings were estimated. As the data for lean time as well as 
busy times was collected, the average monthly earning of each respondent 
was estimated from the highest and the lowest earnings reported. 
Table 3.4 Embroiderers in different income groups in the three 
women specific embroideries in Aligarh. 
Range of income in 
Rs. per month 
0-400 
400-800 
800-1200 
1200-1600 
1600-2000 
2000 & above 
TOTAL SAMPLE 
Patti work 
46 
50 
15 
12 
08 
09 
140 
Cut work 
26 
15 
03 
02 
02 
02 
50 
Karchobi 
0 
01 
09 
11 
02 
07 
30 
Source: field survey 
Looking at these monthly earnings of embroiderers and the maximum 
number of embroiderers in the sample (for patti and cut work) falling in the 
lowest range of incomes further bring in the grim picture of these women 
embroiderers. 
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Chart 3.2 Percentage of embroiderers In particular income group 
Patti embroiderers 
10-400 
1400-800 
800-1200 
11200-1600 
11600-2000 
12000 & above 
4% 
SK 
30% 
Cut work embroiderers 
^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ * 
^ ^ ^ ^ 10-400 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k 1400-800 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 800-1200 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H • 1200-1600 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V • 1600-2000 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F • 2000 & above 
Karchobi embroiderers 
10-400 
1400-800 
800-1200 
11200-1600 
11600-2000 
I 2000 & above 
Source: field survey 
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In case of patti workers (Table 3.4) women earning in the range 0-400 
constituted 1/3 of its population (a real grim poverty situation of the bulk of 
patti embroiderers) similarly another 36% fall in the range Rs. 400- 800 in a 
month. Looking at its higher end, women embroiderers who are able to earn 
1600-2000 are 6% and 6% earning above Rs. 2000 in a month. Within patti 
embroidery the unskilled embroiderers were earning as low as Rs.200/- while 
the skilled embroiderers could earn up to Rs.2000/ per month, and worker-
cum-subcontractors and subcontractors could earn up to Rs. 8000/. This brings 
out the income difference and disparity of earnings within embroiderers 
themselves. 
The cut work embroiderers appear the most poor from these charts. 
Around 52% embroiderers (i.e. more than Vt) were just getting Rs. 400 in a 
month while another 30% were earning in the range 400-800. To its higher 
end, only 4% workers were earning Rs. 1600-2000 and another 4% above 
Rs.2000 per month, i.e. only 2 women in the sample of 50. In cut work also, 
there is a wide gap in the incomes of embroiderers - ranging from as low as 
Rs.l50/-per month in case of unskilled and skilled to Rs.2000/- and Rs.5000/-
in case of worker-cum-subcontractors and subcontractors in the craft. 
Comparatively, the karchobi embroiderers appear better off. There was 
not a single embroiderer falling in the range of 0-400 and only 1 embroiderer 
in the sample of 30 was earning between 400-800 (notably the appearance is 
in such a small sample of 30). Maximum karchobi embroiderers (37%) were 
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earning in the range 1200-1600. In karchobi, while the ordinary embroiderers 
were earning around Rs.lOOO to 1500, reportedly a woman subcontractor 
could earn Rs.10000/- in a month. Thus, apart from male embroiderers in the 
markets of Aligarh and male subcontractors in patti, cut work and karchobi 
business whose earnings were much higher compared to women 
embroiderers, there could be seen wide difference in the earnings of women 
embroiderers themselves. 
(b) Calculation of mean income in the lean and busy time: 
The demand for embroideries is irregular in nature. Embroiderers had 
to sit idle for at least 2-3 months in a year especially in the monsoon season. 
The respondents informed that the order for work was very less in the rainy 
season but they had no option but to wait for the next order. There is 
therefore lean and busy time in embroidery work. The questionnaire had the 
entries of remuneration per piece and average pieces made in a week in lean 
time as well as busy times of the different category embroiderers, from which 
the average income (monthly-daily) of the embroiderers could be worked out 
for the lean and the busy time. 
(c) Mean income of unskilled and skilled embroiderers: 
The unskilled patti embroiderers were earning from Rs.l77/-per month 
to Rs.447/-per month which means that these unskilled embroiderers had 
daily wages of only Rs.6 to Rs.l5/- The skilled patti embroiderers were earning 
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Rs.420/-per month to Rs.948/-per month. Thus their daily wages was Rs.l4 to 
Rs.31 per day. 
The unskilled cut work embroiderers earned as low as Rs.l50/-per 
month to as high as Rs.453/- per month. Their daily wages was almost similar 
to unskilled patti embroiderers (from Rs. 5 to Rs. 15) while the daily wages of 
skilled cut work embroiderers was lower than that of the skilled patti 
embroiderers i.e. Rs.9 to Rs. 25. 
The lowest mean income of unskilled karchobi embroiderers was 
Rs.650 in the lean season and Rs. 850 per month in the peak season whereas 
the skilled embroiderers made up to Rs. 1000 in the lean season and Rs. 1500 
in the peak season. The daily wages of unskilled karchobi embroiderers was 
Rs.22 in lean season and Rs. 28 in peak season while the daily wages of skilled 
karchobi embroiderers was Rs.33 in the lean season and Rs.50 in the peak 
season, which appears quite high compared to the other two embroiderers. 
3.4 (a) Hours of labor of women embroiderers 
One of the major issues in women's home based work is its complex 
entanglement with the household chores. While the embroiderers (as we 
have noted in their social profile) have been largely married women in large 
size nuclear families, the brunt of household work fall on them and their 
grown up daughters who also help them in embroidery. Embroidery from 
home had been generally taken up by many as this could go along with the 
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'caring tasks' of the household. The respondents spoke of ennbroidery done in 
'free time' when the household work was done or switching between the two 
tasks with their other female members of the family helping them in either of 
the tasks. This also gives us a hind sight to the lack of married women's 
opportunities of work and mobility on account of the household norms. The 
other difficulty in assessing the exact number of daily hours put in the task of 
embroidery is therefore on account of the helpers putting in their share of 
work to the embroidery being produced. Hours of labor of home based 
embroiderers are thus quite flexible. Embroiderers however reported in rough 
estimates the number of hours spent in a day in the embroidery. 
The hours of labor reported by all the three category of embroiderers 
(the entire sample of 220 embroiderers) are taken together. On the basis of 
the information provided by embroiderers the average hours devoted for 
embroidery by each embroiderer was 6.6 hours daily. 
Table 3.5 Hours of labor of women embroiderers 
Hours of labor per day 
0-3 
3-6 
6-9 
9-12 
TOTAL 
Number of workers 
17 (8%) 
77 (35%) 
95 (43%) 
31 (14%) 
220 (100%) 
Source: field survey 
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It was also observed that were families with 3-5 members where 
women were working for 10-11 hrs (longer hours of work in embroidery has its 
own hazards on health, see chapter 4) and there were families with 15-17 
members but still the women were working for only three hours. In fact the 
family size of women working for lesser hours was bigger than the family size 
of women working for more hours. Thus we can say the family chores of large 
families limited the hours of work of embroiderers. However, the average 
total family earning for both families (small and large) was more or less same 
i.e. approx Rs.5000). 
3.4 (b) Type of payments 
Whatever are the inadequate earnings and that too after long 
strenuous work, the payment to embroiderers is not always instant and 
regular. The women embroiderers had complaints regarding their payments. 
The agreement with the contractors or sub contractors nowhere in the 
business norm was expected to be written. There were instances of 100 
percent deduction in wages in case the piece was slightly spoiled by the 
worker. It however, depended from contractors to contractors. Some 
deducted 50 percent while some 75 percent. With no contract paper in hand, 
there was no protection for embroiderers in case of delay in payment, 
deferred payment, exorbitant cuts etc. According to embroiderers, some of 
them were paid on monthly basis; few were paid bi-monthly, weekly or even 
as soon as the product was delivered. There were many instances of quarterly 
or even bi-yearly payments. In majority of cases a portion of payment remains 
deferred. The study of home based zardozi embroiderers (in India) of 
Mehrotra & Bigger!, 2007 speak also of great delays in payment of 
embroiderers where there are delays in nearly four out of ten cases. Such 
delays in payment help the contractors in a big way to keep embroiderers 
bound to them. 
See the table below for the type of payment to embroiderers by the 
contractors/subcontractors. 
Table 3.6 Types of payment 
Type of 
embroidery 
Patti worl< 
Cut worl< 
Karctiobi worl< 
Instant 
payment 
73 (52.14) 
13 (26) 
10 (33.33) 
Delayed 
payment 
67^47.85; 
37(74; 
20 (66.66) 
Total no. of 
workers 
140 
50 
30 
Source: field survey 
Note: figures in parentlieses denote percentages 
The figure show delayed payment in all the categories; not only the 
high priced l<archobi work where the payment in bulk to the embroiderers 
would have been heavy for contractors at times but also the low paid patti 
and cut work. Cut work especially presents a striking case of delayed payment 
(only 26% received payment on time whereas 74% received delayed payment). 
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Chart 3.3 percentages of delayed/instant payments in embroideries 
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3.4 (c) Controlling workers through delayed/partial payments: 
Through discussions with the respondents it was observed that these 
wonnen embroiderers were also struggling with the problenn of partial 
payments. Women reported that some amount is regularly withheld by the 
contractors or subcontractors, on account of which they felt bound to the 
contractor or otherwise they might lose the amount. Perhaps, the contractors 
in order to keep a hold on the workers delayed part of the payment. Delay in 
payments or partial payments seems as deliberate means employed by 
contractors to keep an assured supply of workers to work for them and at the 
same time reduce their bargaining strength. This is also evident from the 
stable relationships between embroiderers and contractors despite of delay in 
payments and partial payments. 
Most of the women were working with the same contractors^ 
throughout the year even if the work was not available for few months in a 
year. These workers preferred to sit idle at home without earning rather than 
trying to explore work options with other contractors as they feared losing the 
relations with the previous one. 
Among the three embroideries, the karchobi embroiderers were the 
greatest sufferers of delayed payment or their full payment withheld or 
cheated. The patti and cut work embroiderers were paid fully even if the 
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payments were delayed but the karchobi embroiderers complained that 
middlemen who came to deliver goods did not pay them fully and some of 
them did not receive anything in payment for their work. The middlemen took 
the finished product from embroiderers with the promise to pay in the next 
visit but never returned back. The reason for being cheated in korchobi work is 
mainly that the orders were not local but came from adjoining localities. The 
chance of cheating in payments is reduced in case of patti work and cut work 
as the contractors and sub contractors were local. 
3.5 Income of women embroiderers from other source 
As discussed earlier, the women embroiderers in Aligarh have limited 
opportunities of work and mobility and thereby of earnings outside the home 
based embroidery. Very few women embroiderer reported to have alternative 
source of earning, which appears exceptional. This is also on account of the 
long hours of work in a day either in the household chores or in the 
embroidery (spending on an average 6.6 hours in embroidery). 
Table 3.7 Number of women embroiderers having another source of income 
Type of embroidery 
Patti work 
13 (9.28) 
140 
Cut work 
1(2) 
50 
Karchobi 
0 
30 
Total 
14 (6.36) 
220 
Source: field survey 
(Note: figures in parentheses denote percentage) 
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Thus, it can be concluded that these women embroiderers do not have 
any alternative source of earning. 13 embroiderers in patti work were earning 
from another source and only 1 embroiderer from cut work reported that she 
was mal<ing money also from stitching. In patti work only one woman was 
found to be working as security guard on daily wages in the university campus 
and one embroiderer was working in tola factory. Rest of the eleven workers 
were either earning from stitching or working as domestic servants. In 
karchobi work none of the respondents were involved in any other source of 
earning. 
3.6 Wages over the Years 
3.6 (a) Patti work 
As already discussed (in chapter 2) patti work started in Aligarh from 
1980s therefore the rise in wages in the embroidery has been calculated from 
the last 25 years i.e. from the year 1985 to 2010. The increase in wages over 
the period of time has been gradual. The responses revealed that the rise in 
wages was highest (11% rise) in the last 15-20 years (i.e. from the year 2000-
2005) but there has been a steady decline (only 3% rise) in wage rates in the 
last 5 years (2005-2010). Chart 3.4 suggests the slow rise in wages in the last 
25 years. 
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Chart 3.4 Increase in wages from the last 25 years (1985-2010) 
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3.S(b) Cut work 
The wages in cut work embroidery was also considered from the last 25 
years (1985-2010). As the following trend line suggests, the rise in wages has 
been stagnant from the year 2000. There was constant rise in wage rates (8% 
rise) in cut work from 1985-2000 but after 2000 the rise in wages was very 
slow (1% & 2% rise in 2000-2005 & 2005-2010 respectively). The factors 
responsible for stagnant wages in cut work are similar to the factors 
accountable for sluggish wage rates in patti work. 
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Chart 3.5 Rise in wages in cut work (from 1985-2010) 
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3.6 (c) Korchobi 
As there were no respondents working for more than 15-17 years in 
karchobi in the sample of 30, wages in karchobi was considered from the year 
1995-2010. Although karchobi is highest paid among the three embroideries 
but the rise in wages has not been very remarkable in the last 15 years. In fact 
the rise in wages in korchobi embroidery has been at a slower rate than the 
other two embroideries (patti & cut work). 
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Chart 3.6 Rise in wages in karchobi (1995-2000) 
Source: field survey 
(For further details of rise in wages see tables 1.2,1.3,1.4 ar)d charts l.la,b and c in 
appendix A) 
As reported by respondents the number of embroiderers has increased 
rapidly in the recent years thus pushing down the wages. Astonishingly, the 
extension of market at national and international level instead of increasing 
the wage rates for labor is actually leading to slowing down of wages. The 
entry of big malls in this business has increased the competition among the 
local contractors/shopkeepers in the embroidery business which forces them 
to cut costs by reducing the wages of home based embroiderers. 
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3.7 Wages of embroiderers in each category - Prospects of mobility over 
the years 
The estimate of average wages of embroiderers and the average years 
of worl< (within each category) are discussed here. This section thus would 
also look into the rise in wages possible for embroiderers as one spends more 
years in the embroidery and might move from one category to another. The 
upward movement from unskilled to skilled for embroiderers was as they 
spent more time in the craft. There however remained very limited option for 
the home based embroiderers to rise to higher stages of subcontracting. 
The average years of work and the average income (p.m.) earned by 
embroiderers of each category, from the unskilled to workers-cum-
subcontractors category (in all the three embroidery type) - has been 
presented in the following tables. This could then also suggest the years 
required by embroiderer at the lower level to move up to the next level in 
embroidery so as to earn the higher level wage. 
Table 3.8 (a) Rise in wages of patt/embroiderers in different categories 
Type of worker 
Unskilled 
Skilled 
Workers cum subcontractor 
Subcontractors 
Total no. of embroiderers 
Patti embroidery 
No. of 
workers 
24 
92 
19 
5 
140 
average years 
of work 
2.4 
10.3 
15.2 
20.2 
average 
income p.m. 
Rs. 312 
Rs. 682 
Rs. 1760 
Rs. 6200 
Source: field survey 
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Table 3.8 (b) Rise in wages of cut work embroiderers in different categories 
Type of worker 
Unskilled 
skilled 
Workers cum subcontractors 
Subcontractors 
Total no. of embroiderers 
No. of 
workers 
15 
26 
7 
2 
50 
Cut work 
average years 
of work 
3.3 
9.1 
15.5 
16.5 
average income 
p.m. 
Rs.320 
Rs.539 
Rs.1392 
Rs.5500 
Source: field survey 
Table 3.8 (c) Rise in wages of karchobi embroiderers in different categories 
Type of worker 
Unskilled 
skilled 
Subcontractors 
Total no. of embroiderers 
Karchobi 
No. of 
workers 
6 
21 
3 
30 
average years 
of work 
2.5 
5.14 
8.3 
average income 
p.m. 
Rs.950 
Rs.1788 
Rs.8333 
Source: field survey 
In patti work, the beginners in the embroidery working for an average 
of 2.4 years earned a mean income of Rs.312/- per month, the cut work 
embroiderers earned mean income of Rs.320/- per month working on an 
average of 3.3years. The mean income of unskilled karchobi embroiderers was 
Rs.950/- in 2.5years. 
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Similarly the average income for the skilled patti embroiderers and cut 
work embroiderers were close (Rs. 682 and Rs.539) considering their average 
working years in the craft (10.3 and 9.1 respectively) whereas skilled karchobi 
embroiderers could earn Rs.l788/- per month on an average of 5.14 years. 
Thus karchobi embroiderers started earning three times more than 
embroiderers of other two embroideries within a span of 5.14 years. 
Looking at the prospects of mobility of embroiderers the beginners in 
the patti embroidery could earn on an average Rs.312/- per month working 
for an average of 2.4 years. As the average wage of skilled embroiderer was 
Rs.682/- per month working on an average of 10.3 years in the craft, it is thus 
constructed that embroiderer by spending this many years in the craft might 
be able to earn wage of the skilled worker (which is quite a poor rise). 
Similarly, the rise in wage from the skilled category to the 
subcontractor (cum-worker) category is thus rather small, rising from Rs. 682 
(in 10.3 years) to Rs. 1760 (in 15.2 years time) - (Rs.l078- rise in earning). On 
the other hand the rise in wage to the next category of subcontractors (those 
working full-time) is quite sharp suggesting a considerable rise. 
Table 3.9 below shows that percentages of women rising from the 
category of unskilled and skilled embroiderer to workers cum subcontractors 
(13.5% in potti work & 14% in cut work) was much more than rises from 
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worker-cum-subcontractors to subcontractors. All the subcontractors in patti 
work and cut work were initially workers and gradually rose to worker-cum-
subcontractors and then subcontractors. Only 3.5% embroiderers in patti work 
and 4% in cut work had the opportunity to rise from workers-cum-
subcontractors embroiderers to subcontractors. Their lower percentage of rise 
from workers-cum-subcontractors to subcontractors indicates lesser prospects 
of rise in the embroidery. 
It was also found that in the sample of 140 patti embroiderers there 
were 19 embroiderers who were working for more than 20.2 years (average 
years required for becoming subcontractor in the craft) but only 5 could 
become subcontractors. In cut work only 2 out of 11 in the sample of 50 
embroiderers could rise to subcontractors after working for more than 16.5 
years (average years required for becoming subcontractor in the craft). 
3.8 From embroidery to subcontracting: Upward mobility for few 
The following table brings in the proportion of the subcontractors in the 
sample, working in the three embroideries of Aligarh. 
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Table 3.9 workers-cum-subcontractors and subconffSttO'rsIn 
all the three embroideries 
'/ 
Type of 
embroidery 
Patti 
Cut work 
karchobi 
Total 
Number of subcontractors 
Worker cum 
subcontractors 
19 (13.5%) 
07 (14%) 
0 
27 (12.2%) 
Subcontractors 
05 (3.5%) 
02 (4%) 
03 (10%) 
13 (5.9%) 
Total no. of 
samples 
140 
50 
30 
220 
Source: field survey 
The chance presence of the workers-cum-subcontractors and 
subcontractors in the sample is noteworthy. Also note their presence in a 
smaller sample of 50 for cut work and 30 for karchobi (though no workers-
cum-subcontroctor is found in the sample for karchobi). 
The subcontractors have much higher earnings compared to the rest. 
The mean income of subcontractors in patti embroidery was Rs.6200/- per 
month, slightly greater than cut work subcontractors earning around i.e. 
Rs.5500/- per month, whereas, the mean income of karchobi subcontractors 
was the highest among all three embroideries at Rs.8333/- per month. 
Notably, however, all of subcontractors surveyed (although a small section) 
started their career as embroiderers, but then gradually rose to take up the 
task of subcontracting. 
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Looking at the value chain, they began to get orders from the 
contractors and then passed on to the next stage. The subcontractors 
managed the tasks from distributing the pieces to embroiderers, to the 
delivery of final products to the contractors/ shopkeepers. While the worker-
cum-subcontractors earned additional income by taking up the task of 
subcontracting along with their embroidery work. They took the pieces from 
the higher subcontractors, kept some for their own work and distributed the 
rest among the co-workers of their own locality. The readied items were 
delivered to the subcontractors. There mobility had been on account of the 
experience gained in the craft, their ability at social networking and greater 
awareness of market conditions. Although subcontracting mainly in their own 
locality, some of them were also doing it in other localities as well. According 
to the higher subcontractors, their commission was 10% per piece which got 
reduced with the number of intermediaries in the business. 
In karchobi embroidery the situation was a little different as the orders 
were generally brought to town by the male members of the family of 
subcontractors. Women then acted as subcontractors, distributing work 
amongst others. Here, all the 3 subcontractors (see table 3.9) directly entered 
business with the support of male members of the family, who were involved 
in subcontracting themselves, negotiating with the main parties of the big 
cities from where the orders arrived. In case of potti and cut work 
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subcontractors, the involvement of male family members was not significant. 
Even the majority of contractors in patti and cut work were females though 
the shopkeeper in the markets organizing the supplies were obviously all 
male. However, there were very few women subcontractors in karchobi 
business but no contractors were found. The reason for lesser number of 
women subcontractors in karchobi business is that the demand is not local 
and perhaps greater profits in karchobi engage more males in business. 
Thus, karchobi embroiderers though highest paid among all the three 
embroidery types still the prospects of rise within the embroidery is almost 
negligible while the other two embroideries namely patti and cut work still 
had better chance of rise within the embroidery. 
3.9 Estimation of family income 
Patti embroiderers - Family and Earnings. 
3.9 a) Family size and earning members: 
Table 3.10 Average family size and average earners in patti work 
Family size 
Earners 
Male 
adults 
2.2 
1.6 
Female 
adults 
2.4 
1.2 
Male 
children 
1.5 
0.16 
Female 
children 
1.4 
0.05 
Total 
7.5 
3.01 
Source: field survey 
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In patti embroidery on an average there were 7.5 nnembers per family 
while the average total earning members in a family were 3.1. Male adults 
were 2.2 members per family while adult male earners were 1.6 per family 
whereas out of 2.4 members female adults per family there were 1.2 female 
earners in a family according to the available data. In total family size on an 
average there were 1.5 male children among whom 0.16 male children were 
earners and out of 1.4 female children only 0.05 were earners. 
Chart 3.7 Percentage of family members and earners 
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The entire sample of 140 households is considered together to 
understand the proportion of earners to non-earners on a larger scale. 
Table: 3.11 Number of earners and non earners in family of patti 
embroiderers 
Family members 
Earners 
Non earners 
TOTAL 
Percentage of 
earners 
Percentage of non 
earners 
Adults 
Male 
229(40.31) 
79 
308 
74.35 
25.64 
Female 
178(31.33) 
165 
343 
51.89 
48.10 
Children & adolescents 
Male 
123(21.65) 
94 
217 
56.68 
43.31 
Female 
38(6.69) 
171 
209 
TOTAL 
568 
509 
1077 
18.18 
81.81 
Source: field survey 
(Note: figures in parentheses denote percentages) 
In the figures of female earners, however, the big section of female 
helpers is not included, and this accounts for their lower percentage (31.33%). 
If they too are included together with the more visible earner, the figure of 
female workers/earning together will be considerably increased. The helpers 
could be considered as earners because they add to the productivity of the 
key earners, though they seem invisible in earning. It was observed that if a 
patti embroiderer was earning Rs. 300 per month working all alone, she was 
able to make up to Rs. 500-600 a month with the help of a single helper. 
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If the main women earners and helpers are taken together, the figure 
of women earners rises from 178(31.33%) to 312 (91%). 
Table: 3.12 Non earners and Earners (including female helpers) 
in family of patt/embroiderers 
Family members 
Earners 
Non earners 
TOTAL 
Adults 
Male 
229(40.31%) 
79 
308 
Female 
312(91%) 
31 
343 
Total 
541 
110 
751 
Source: field survey 
Similar is the case with cut-work and karchobi workers (see appendix A for details). 
Thus, the invisibility of these home based workers who completely 
remain hidden in this home based work is very pronounced. This may help us 
understand the condition and susceptibility of women home based labor 
within the informal sector. 
3.9 b Income of main male earner (spouses/fathers) 
The income of main male earner in the family of embroiderers 
(husbands/fathers) is here taken as - stable, unstable and not available, (i) 
Stable income would mean regular wage/salary and also daily wage with 
regular employment, (ii) Unstable income: Casual laborers who normally 
didn't have work throughout the month (generally reported to be getting job 
only for 10-15 days a month) and their incomes were not regular, (iii) Not 
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available: In case, the husbands/fathers were not earning due to any reason 
either illness, indolence, death, etc. 
Table 3.13 Income type of fathers/husbands 
Type of 
embroidery 
Patti 
Cut work 
Karchobi 
Stable 
income 
59 
21 
17 
Unstable 
income 
53 
21 
09 
Not available 
28 
08 
04 
Total 
140 
50 
30 
Source: field survey 
Looking at Table 3.13, as many as 28 households (20%) of patti 
embroiderers, 08 (16%) of cut worl< and 04 (13%) of l<arcliobi embroiderers 
had zero income from their husbands/fathers which indirectly implies that 
these households were run on the earnings of women embroiderers, they 
being the main earners in the family. 
3.9 c Average income of main male earners (fathers/husbands) 
From the Table 3.13, one could see that out of 140 patti workers 
households, 112 households had earning husbands/fathers; 42 out of 50 
households in cut work with earning husbands/fathers, 26 out of 30 karchobi 
households with earning husbands/fathers. 
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Table 3.14 Average Income of husbands/fathers 
(For casual workers, the daily/weekly earnings were 
converted into montiily earnings). 
Range of Income 
0-2000 
2000-4000 
4000-6000 
6000-8000 
8000-10000 
10000 & above 
TOTAL 
Type of embroidery 
Patti 
18 
58 
23 
7 
4 
2 
112 
Cut work 
7 
24 
6 
2 
2 
0 
41 
Karchobi 
7 
9 
4 
2 
2 
2 
26 
Source: field survey 
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Chart ^.8 Percentages of husbands/fathers in particular income group 
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Maximum husbands/fathers were earning in between 2000 to 4000 in 
all the three embroideries i.e. 58% in patti work, 58% in cut work and 34% in 
karchobi work. Only 2% of respondents' fathers/husbands in patti work were 
earning above 10,000 while karchobi respondents had 8% of husbands/fathers 
earning above Rs.lO, 000 per month. There was no one falling in this range of 
income from the cut work household. 
3.9 d) Average montiily contribution of all earners in the family fund in patti 
household 
The average income of their fathers/husbands, other male and female 
membei-s could be compared with the earnings of embroiderer from the table 
below. 
Table 3.15 Average monthly contributions of all earners in the 
family fund in patti household 
Gate 
embr< 
gory of 
j)iderers 
Unskilled 
Skilled 
Worker cum 
subcontractors 
subcontractors 
Income of 
embroiderers 
Rs.312 
Rs.682 
Rs. 1760 
Rs. 6200 
Income of 
husbands 
Rs.3772 
Rs.3373 
Rs. 2962 
Rs. 1800 
Income of 
other male 
members 
Rs.1750 
Rs.1412 
Rs. 663 
Rs. 2000 
Income of 
other 
female 
members 
Rs.720 
Rs.341 
Rs. 238 
Rs. 800 
Source: field survey 
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Chart 3.9 Percentage share of patt/embroiderers in the total family income 
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One could see the progressive increase in the contribution of the 
women worl<ers in the family fund from unskilled workers onwards to the 
level of subcontractors. Contribution of unskilled workers appears only 5% 
which is far lesser than other earning members. These appear as 
'supplementary' earners in the family. Besides, the figures bring out only 12% 
contribution of sMec/workers in the total family income. 
However, if we take into account specific details on the relative 
earnings of family members, a different picture of embroiderers' contribution 
in the farnily fund comes to light. For instance, in the case of 18 households of 
pott/'workers where the average income of husbands/fathers was only Rs. 705 
per month while their skilled wives/daughters were earning Rs.lOOO (average) 
per month. The income of male (average monthly income-Rs.88/-) and other 
female rhembers (average monthly income-Rs.51/-) was also very negligible. 
Obviously, in these low income families the contribution of skilled workers 
was very high. The following pie chart shows the contribution of skilled potti 
worker in low income households. 
Chart 3.10 contribution of skilled patti embroiderer in low income household 
• skilled patti worker 
• husband/father 
u other male members 
B other female members 
Source: field survey 
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The above pie chart shows that contribution of skilled patti embroiderers 
rises from 12% to 54% in low income households which makes them main 
earners in the family. 
The worker-cum-subcontractors (31% of total family income) and 
subcontractors (57% of total family income) in patti work form a category 
different from the ordinary embroiderers as their task of lending orders adds 
considerably to their earnings. In case of subcontractors their own 
contribution is more than their husband's contribution. 
The cut work and karchobi embroiderers were also contributing in the 
similar way in their family income. (Refer Appendix A 3.1 & 3.2 for details) 
Thus the low earnings of the main earners in the family suggest a sort of 
'push' to these women to take up this strenuous task in spite of meager 
earnings. Little opportunities of better earning with their husbands and with 
their own limited life choices, either owing to traditional restrictions or the 
newer phenomenon of limited opportunities, they continue in the task. Their 
limited earnings are used in the little contingencies of the household. 
The poverty situation of these households run by the only earnings of 
embroiderers is thus quite grim. We have noted as many as 28 households 
(20%) of patti embroiderers, 08 (16%) of cut work and 04 (13%) of karchobi 
embroiderers run solely by the women embroiderers, they being the main 
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earners in the family. According to a number of respondents, "kai logon ke 
gharon mein sirf isi kaam se chuiha jalta hat." (For many people, the 
embroidery work is the only means of livelihood). 
3.10 Control over their income 
The following response of embroiderers (married and unmarried) with 
respect to control over their earnings are presented in the table below. 
Table 3.16 Control over income of women embroiderers 
Control 
over 
income 
Self 
Husband 
Father 
Mother 
total 
Married/widow/separated 
embroiderers 
Patti 
96 
13 
-
-
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Cut 
work 
30 
06 
-
-
36 
karchobi 
12 
03 
-
-
15 
Unmarried embroiderers 
patti 
12 
-
-
19 
31 
Cut 
work 
05 
-
-
09 
14 
karchobi 
06 
-
03 
06 
15 
Total 
161 
22 
03 
34 
220 
Source: field survey 
Out of the total 220 embroiderers (married and unmarried), 161 
embroiderers had control over their incomes while 59 embroiderers reported 
control of others on their incomes. Strikingly, the married women appear to 
have good amount of control over their income whereas the income of 
90 
unmarriea women embroiderers were controlled by other members of the 
family. 
Chart 3.11 Control over income of married and unmarried embroiderers 
(a) control over income of married embroiderers 
I self 
husband 
The considerable majority of married embroiderers thereby claimed full 
control over its spending. The income though meager was still crucial 
according to them in meeting certain needs especially in contingency. 
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3.11 Consumption pattern 
3.11 (a) Expenditure: 
Consumption pattern of these households typically follow the same 
pattern as found in the poor working class households, brought to light by 
recent researches. Men usually spend more on luxurious items such as tea, 
cinema, liquor; etc while women's expenditure on such items is almost 
negligible. Children's nutritional status tends to be much more positively 
linked to the mother's earnings than the father's (Kumar, 1978). On average 
less than 40 percent of male's wage reach the family while almost all the 
earnings of women is utilized for providing nutrition, cloth, health and 
education of family members (Majumdar,1989). Interestingly, embroiderers 
here claimed control over their earnings but spent greatly on their children 
and household rather than on their own personal needs. 
Table 3.17 Expenditure pattern of women embroiderers 
Expenditure under 
different heads 
Number of 
respondents 
Children 
123 (56%) 
self 
24 (11%) 
Children, 
household 
45 (20%) 
children, 
household, 
self 
28 (13%) 
Source: field survey 
A great majority (56%) spent primarily on their children's welfare. A 
small minority (11%) was spending on their own self or they were saving 
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income. Another 20%+13% reported spending on children and household (the 
latter included spending on self as well). The household spending included day 
to day spending, and on occasions like arrival of guests, marriages, births, gifts 
etc. 
3.11 (b) Savings: 
Out of total 220 embroiderers 176 were saving and the rest did not 
have savings in any form. Of those reported to have had savings of their own, 
they generally were saving by the more popular 'kitty' system (they called 
'lottery') in these localities. There appears an interesting dimension to this 
'kitty', as this was not arranged amongst them but with the contractor. They 
had this lottery system of saving their money with the contractors. The 
embroiderers under the same contractor invested a certain amount, for 
example Rs.250 or Rs. 500/- with the contractors and whatever may have 
been the total saved amount was withdrawn by embroiderers after a fixed 
period, by rotation, which was flexible according to needs of the 
embroiderers. This method of saving was available with almost all the 
contractors. Very few had savings in the banks. However, the savings with the 
contractor also bound them fully with embroiderer, something which the 
contractors keenly look forward to. Along with the deferred payments and 
perhaps through this apparent service to embroiderers, the contractors tried 
to have a steady supply of labor. 
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Table 3.18 Forms of savings of women embroiderers 
Different form of savings 
Kitty 
U6(66%) 
Banl<s 
30(14%) 
No savings 
A4(20%) 
Source: field survey 
A large section (20%) had absolutely no savings. These women were 
earning only about Rs. 300 per month and thus were unable to save at all. In 
karchobi only 3 women, earning up to Rs.600 per month, were unable to save. 
In the higher category, women earning up to Rs.1500 and above were all 
saving either in banks or in 'lottery' system. 
3.12. Role in decision making 
Due to patriarchal nature of Indian families, men generally enjoy more 
power of decision-making in families. Woman exercising powers on decisions 
in the household would similarly represent her status in the family. Whether 
women embroiderer enjoyed decision-making in their households would be 
worth noting. 
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Table 3.19 Role of women embroiderers in decision making 
Patti Embroiderers 
Children's welfare 
both 
36% 
wife 
26% 
husband 
38% 
Household expenses 
both 
23% 
wife 
33% 
husband 
44% 
Asset building 
both 
28% 
wife 
8% 
husband 
64% 
Cut work Embroiderers 
Children's welfare 
Both 
28% 
Wife 
22% 
husband 
50% 
Household expenses 
Both 
17% 
wife 
39% 
husband 
44% 
Asset building 
both 
27% 
wife 
5% 
Husband 
68% 
Karchobi Embroiderers 
Children's welfare 
Both 
40% 
Wife 
30% 
husband 
30% 
Household expenses 
Both 
20% 
wife 
50% 
husband 
30% 
Asset building 
both 
30% 
wife 
10% 
Husband 
60% 
Source: field survey 
The above table reveals that the percentages of wives taking 
independent decision on all the three issues namely; children's welfare (30%), 
household expenses (50%) and asset building (10%) was highest in case of 
karchobi embroiderers, followed by patti and cut woric embroiderers. As 
already discussed i<arcliobi embroiderers are the highest paid among the 
three embroideries, it implies that women having better incomes have a 
greater say in the family. 
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Further, it was found that there were 32 (14.5%) skilled embroiderers in 
the total sample of 220 embroiderers who were contributing more in the 
family income than their husbands and other male members of the family. 
These women enjoyed more freedom of choice on various decision making 
issues in the family. Among these 32 embroiderers 21 (65.6%) were having 
their own independent decision in the household expenses while 24 
embroiderers (75%) were deciding on their children's welfare independently 
and 13 embroiderers (40%) were taking decisions on their own with regards to 
asset building. 
The subcontractors and workers cum subcontractors in all the three 
embroideries were more independent on account of higher contribution in 
the family income than unskilled and skilled embroiderers. It may also be 
noted that women were enjoying more freedom in the decisions regarding 
household expenses and less freedom on major issues like asset building; in 
fact independent decision on asset building was enjoyed by majority of those 
women who were running their households with their own earnings. 
Thus, the greater share of women in the earnings of the family does 
have some affirmative reflections on gender dynamics in these households. 
The gender roles get transformed up to some extent but not completely. 
Some women feel empowered by their earnings. However, most married 
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women did not spend on themselves as is evident fromi table 3.17 - their 
earnings were mainly used in children and family welfare. 
Endnotes: 
1. Researcher's observation 
2. See Miclielie Maskiell's work on phulkari 
3. The study revealed that around 45% of workers were working with the same 
subcontractors/contractors for the past 20 years, 25% of workers were working with the 
same contractor for the last 10 years, 17% workers had worked with the same 
contractors for the past Syears and only 13% of workers were working with different 
contractors simultaneously. 
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Cfi(ipter-4 
HedtR (Profile of 
Women EmSroiderers 
Chapter-4 
HEALTH PROFILE OF WOMEN EMBROIDERERS 
Women's health has been viewed within a narrow perspective of their 
child bearing and reproductive role since long. In the studies done so far on 
women's health there was a tendency to equate women's health primarily 
with maternal health (cited in Majumder; 1996 Begum 1986; Khan 1988; Chen 
et al 1974;). Notably, the focus in the Indian health policy since 1950s has also 
been constrained to concerns of maternal health (Mukhopadhyay, 1998). 
There has been off late a progressive shift in health policy occurring on 
account of Women's Health Movement and the 1994 International 
Conference on Population Development (ICPD), which moved away from a 
target based approach to reducing fertility to an emphasis on women's 
individual reproductive choices and rights over her body (ibid). In addition, a 
lifecycle approach to health that considers the specific and cumulative effects 
of poor health and nutrition across a woman's lifecycle - from birth to old age-
including reproductive and non-reproductive dimensions of health is being 
promoted as the new women's health paradigm (Gupta and Chen, 1995; 
World Bank, 1997). The issue of women's health also takes on a new 
dimension following the concerns of productivity of women labor. Health and 
productivity of labor are expected to be highly correlated. The better the 
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health condition of a worker, it is likely that the higher is her/his productivity, 
and vice versa (IVIajumder, 1996). 
Women's health condition depends on multiple factors ranging from 
socio-economic realities and hardships - poverty, level of awareness and 
education, perceptions about illness, access to health services - to such 
reasons as attitudes and perceptions about illness, care for one's own health. 
Women lack control over their bodies and decision regarding their health. 
Lack of decision-making power reduces women's access to health care (the 
NFHS-2 found that only 28 per cent of women of reproductive age can decide 
to seek their own health care}. Besides, the self-effacing outlook of women in 
patriarchal social situations also undermines the health conditions of women. 
For example, the health problems from strenuous embroidery work are not 
considered pressing and severe enough for the worker to demand its proper 
medical treatment. Similarly, the problems in pregnancy are considered 
normal and not requiring any natal or antenatal care. "The numerous beliefs 
and practices surrounding menstruation, pregnancy and childbirth, as well as 
attitudes to fertility and its control, which are part of the community's health 
culture specifically affect both women's health and their health-seeking 
behavior"(Ravindran, 1992 pp.183-184). To this may be added, the problems 
of poor state facilities of health, the government withdrawing from the duty 
of providing essential health care to its citizens and the health sector 
increasingly getting privatized. 
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The chapter deals with the health issues of women embroiderers 
arising out of engagement in embroidery work, as well as their reproductive 
health, in the process of reproducing labor. 
4.1 Occupational health hazard 
The hazard of work is more pronounced in women vi/orkers, on account 
of the double burden of the occupational work and the household chores 
falling on women (Majumder, 1996). The studies conducted on health profiles 
of women workers in different industries bring out the occupational health 
hazards and poor state of health of the workers. For instance, in the garment 
industry, women workers connplained of back pain, leg pain, hand pain etc., 
after they joined the industry (ibid). "The workers in this industry do not last 
for very long and their eyesight starts deteriorating rapidly because of working 
on intricate designs in poor light. Poor posture of the workers during the 
process of embellishment also leads to body aches and other health 
problems" (Unni & Scaria 2009). The home based embroidery and bringing out 
elaborate hand embroidery patterns through intricate needlework has its own 
hazards for the workers. 
4.1.1 Side effects of embroidery worl< on health 
The women embroiderers were engaged for an average of 6.6 hours a 
day in embroidery in their homes (see chapter 3, table 3.5 for hours of labor), 
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most of which were small poor ventilated and dim-lit structures, generally 
crowded. The family (average size being 7.5 in patti, 7.8 in cut work and 7 in 
l<archobi members per family) was accommodated with difficulty in 1-2 small 
rooms. Their kitchen spaces were smoky and usually joined to their living 
spaces. The houses mostly could hardly meet proper hygiene conditions. The 
localities and immediate surroundings were shanty and dirty with narrow 
lanes and no proper drainage facility. 
A number of women embroiderers who were interviewed, complained 
of severe headache; backache and weak eyesight (see the tables below). Only 
few of them did not report to have experienced any hazards of the work. 
There were few women who lost their eyesight in this work (though none of 
them were in this particular sample but I met 3 women who lost their eyesight 
in potti embroidery and 2 women in cut work during my field survey. They 
were above 55 years of age) Poor lighting conditions at their homes made 
embroidery difficult. They even have to work in candles and chimneys in the 
night. 
Table 4.1 Occupational ill effects of embroidery 
Side effects 
Spinal problem 
Weak eyesight & spinal problem 
No problem 
Total samples 
Type of embroidery 
Patti work 
33 
77 
30 
140 
Cut work 
24 
18 
8 
50 
Karchobi 
4 
21 
5 
30 
Source: field survey 
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Chairt 4.1 Percentage of embroiderers facing occupational hazards 
patti embroiderers 
I spinal problem 
I weak eyesight & spinal problem 
no problem 
cut woric embroiderers 
I spinal problem 
I weak eyesight & spinal problem 
no problem 
Icarchobi embroiderers 
. . ^ 
t 1 
^^ f^ ^^H^f^^^^r 
'^^miim9!mw«^ 
i 
^ B • spinal problem 
W m weak eyesight and spinal problem 
m no problem 
Source: field survey 
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It was observed that respondents who did not have any side effects of 
work were the beginners at work. On an average they had a work experience 
of not more than 5 years. Others, who had more than 5 years of experience in 
embroidery had some or the other health problems generally or were 
beginning to face the problems. It was found that respondents with weak 
eyesight and spinal problems, in patti work and cut work, on an average were 
found working for more than 10 years. While in the case of karchobi 
embroidery, the problem of eyesight developed within an average span of 5 
years of work. Percentage of embroiderers with weak eyesight as well as 
spinal problems was quite high in all the three embroideries but in case of 
karchobi the percentage was the highest. 
4.1.2 Visit to doctor for treatment 
Out of 110 embroiderers in patti work 52% embroiderers had never 
visited doctor for their health problems of weak eyesight and spinal problems. 
In cut Work, out of total 42 embroiderers 56% ignored their illness while in 
karciiobithe percentage was less i.e. 44% (of total 25 embroiderers). 
n patti embroidery, those complaining of the problems had been 
facing it on an average for 8.7 years whereas the average visit to doctors was 
only 1.37 times in the entire span of suffering. Similarly in cut work, 
embroiderers were suffering the illness for 7.83 years while the average visit 
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to doctors was only 1.16 times since the problem started. In karchobi, the 
respondents on an average were suffering the illness for 6.12 years and their 
average visit to doctors was 1.58 times. 
4.2. Reproductive health 
4.2.1) Care during pregnancy 
Most of the women embroiderers spoke of having taken additional 
nutrients during their pregnancies, though it is doubtful by their economic 
conditions if they actually took the healthy and complete diet necessary for a 
I 
pregnant woman. Of the 162 married embroiderers, a sizeable number 
(98/162) reported of taking personal care during pregnancies 
chart 4.2 a) Embroiderers having intake of additional nutrients 
during pregnancy 
Source: field survey 
yVomen also reported of some help they received during and after 
pregnancy from their husband's relatives or their natal relations even if their 
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families w^re nuclear. The case was almost similar in all embroiderers. 87 out 
of 162 i.e. 54% of embroiderers confirmed that work load was shared by other 
members of the family including males and they were given special 
concessions in work by their family members. Other relatives like sister or 
sister-in-law, mother or mother-in-law, cousins, aunts etc. came for help at 
the time pf pregnancy. But in case of 46% embroiderers the situation was not 
effortless. They did not gain any support from their family members. They 
discussed about their extremely tough times of pregnancies when they had to 
manage both their household chores and their embroidery work. 
Chart 4.2b) Reduction of work load during pregnancy 
lyes 
no 
Source: field survey 
Husbands were found helping their wives only in time of pregnancies; 
otherwise there was no support from husband coming for the household 
tasks. However, with a very low level of expectation of women from male 
members of the family for domestic work in patriarchal settings, women 
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appear to be particularly obliged when little help was forthcoming. The extent 
I 
of such support is therefore doubtful. 
Chart 4.2 c) Embroiderers enjoying husband's support during pregnancy 
Source: field survey 
4.2.2 Maternal health 
The women embroiderers on an average had 4.4 living children. 
Keeping in account the mortality, the fertility per woman would however 
exceed the fertility rate in the state of Uttar Pradesh i.e. 4.9. (Gupte, 
Ramachandran and Mutatkar, 2001; Registrar General of India, 1999). Besides, 
the average age of embroiderers at the time of marriage was 17 years {well 
below the legal marriageable age i.e. 18 years), slightly higher than the 
median age of marriage in India i.e. 16.7 years. The average age of 
embroiderers at the time of first child was 18.6 years. Notably, in India 28% of 
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women gave birth to first child below 18 years of age (Haub and Sharma, 
2006). 
Average gap between children 
The average gap between the children of women embroiderers was 1.7 
years (by looking at the births of their living children). However, the average 
gap between pregnancies would be less than 1.7 years if we consider the 
miscarriages, abortions, still births and children who have died after birth. 
Miscarriages and abortion 
In the total sample of 162 married embroiderers, 90 women 
experienced miscarriages. Among which 52 women had one miscarriage, 27 
had two miscarriages and 11 had more than two miscarriages (maximum 
number of miscarriages was 5). There were 152 cases of miscarriages in total 
thus miscarriage per woman was 0.9. Similarly, in the total sample of 162 
married embroiderers, 36 women had abortions. Out of which 25 women had 
aborted once while 11 had abortions twice - an average abortion of 0.3 per 
woman. 
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Chart 4.3 a) Number of women with miscarriages and abortions 
• miscarriages 
no miscarriages 70% 
^ _ ^ ^ M • abortions 
^ ^ ^ ^ B no abortions 
Source: field survey 
The reason for abortion was mostly poverty. Those who wanted smaller 
families looked at more children as burden rather than asset and more hands 
for work. Only some women aborted their children due to the responsibility of 
already small children. They wanted to give gap between children. However, 
the decision of abortion never totally lied with women. Women appear in 
positions of subservience in these matters. The decision on abortion was 
generally taken by husbands or in laws in the family. However, clearly all the 
respondents refused to have taken recourse to sex determination and 
selection of male child in aborting fetus. 
Chart 4.3 b) Reasons for abortion 
I poverty 
small children 
small family 
Source: field survey 
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Abortions were generally in the local unauthorized clinics and health 
care which were unsafe and provided by unskilled persons in unhygienic 
conditions. Similarly, the check-ups of pregnant women were not regular. 
Going for routine check-ups or complaining to family members about 
pregnancy- related problems was seen as an embarrassing matter for most 
embroiderers. They preferred to be under the supervision of some 
experienced daais (midwives) or in many cases the deliveries were carried out 
by experienced ladies in their house. A small percentage (10%) of 
embroiderers preferred hospitals for delivery and paid regular visits to the 
doctors. Interestingly, they also spoke of lack of confidence in doctors in this 
matter. They thought they may be forced to have cesarean babies if they went 
to the hospitals. Those who had deliveries in hospitals preferred the 
government city hospital rather than the University hospital in civil lines area. 
even though this closer to their locality. There were only 10% deliveries which 
took place in hospitals while 90% of deliveries were at home. Thus on an 
average a woman had 0.45 deliveries in the hospital whereas 3.98 deliveries at 
home. Here again the data of place of miscarriages, abortions, still births and 
children who died after births are not available. 
Skilled care at childbirth is only one element of the care procedure 
required during pregnancy. Care after childbirth is equally important for 
detecting and treating infection and other conditions. Such care is beyond the 
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imaginations of these women embroiderers who possess little understanding 
on such issues. 
4.2.3 Controls over Bodies 
Despite reduction in fertility rates in India, women remain limited in 
their reproductive choices and control over their bodies (Mukhopadhyay, 
1998). The matters of contraception, abortion or gap between children were 
not independent decision of women, as is found usual in patriarchal societies. 
Combined with issues of financial hardships, in many cases if they exercised 
choice in these matters, they ended up using dangerous, unhygienic methods 
compromising their health severely. With low level of awareness on these 
matters, these women were particularly at risk. 
In the total sample of 162 married embroiderers, 55 (34%) of them had 
not used any contraceptive in their child bearing age. 66 percent of 
embroiderers had used or were using contraceptives in their reproductive age. 
Contraceptive use in young mothers (of age less than 25) is negligible. 
resulting in short inter-pregnancy intervals. As elsewhere, "Women usually 
achieve their desired fertility of 2-3 children by age 25 and then adopt a 
permanent method" (Daniel, Masilamani & Rahman 2008). 
he most prevalent contraceptive method used was male and female 
sterilization (look at the chart below). Temporary methods of contraception 
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are not widespread. If it was used, it was mostly condoms for temporary 
contraception. lUD and oral pills were not common as they feared the side 
effects on health. Most of their views on contraception had been gained 
through gossip rather than on sound medical advice. The women in the 
locality seem to be sharing their little experience on these matters rather than 
consulting doctors. 
Chart 4.4 a) Contraceptives used by embroiderers 
contraceptive methods 
B condoms 
• oral pills 
y male sterilisation 
• female sterilisation 
BIUD 
reasons for not using contraceptives 
• husband's will 
• preference to large family 
a lack of proper information 
• any other 
Source: field survey 
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Men appear as the key decision nnal<er in all important matters of the 
household including contraception practices" (Mohindra 2009 p.29). 33 
percent women spoke of their limited decision making on these matters. Four 
respondents who claimed that they themselves decided to go for tubal 
ligation told that they went without informing their husbands. They were able 
to do so with the help of their female relatives but later had to face its adverse 
consequences. The following charts bring out women's decision on the use of 
contraceptives 
Chart 4.4 b) Decision for using/not using contraceptives 
Source: •ield survey 
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Thus the women's decision to use or not to use contraception was only 
9 percent and 7 percent respectively. Whereas the decision made solely by 
partners was quite high - a typical reflection of women's lack of control over 
bodies and subordination in marriages. 
Interestingly, the women reported that the decision on use of 
contraception is usually decided on a mutual basis. This feeling in women of 
mutual decision was in spite of large level of female sterilization and 
husband's will regarded crucial in the decision on contraception. This 
however, throw important light on the low level of women's expectations in 
relationships and their rights over their bodies, level of awareness and the 
possibilities of control. 
In chapter 3, we have already seen that embroiderers contributing 
more in the family fund had greater freedom in deciding on issues of children 
welfare, house hold expenses and asset building. The same set of 32 
embroiderers have been considered here to find out the effect (if any) of their 
higher contribution in the family fund over their health conditions. The 
variables namely - visits to doctor for occupational side effect, average 
number of children, average gap between children and place of delivery of 
children (denoting some level of consciousness among embroiderers for 
better health) have been considered. 
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Table 4.2 Effect of income on embroiderers health 
Embroiderers 
earning more than 
their husbands 
Embroiderers 
earning lesser than 
their husbands 
Average 
no. of 
children 
4.2 
4.4 
Average 
gap b/w 
children 
2.2 
1.7 
Place of delivery 
hospital 
1.4 
0.45 
home 
2.8 
3.98 
Average visit 
to doctor for 
occupational 
side effect 
1.9 
1.8 
Source: field survey 
Table 4.1 suggests that higher contribution of embroiderers does have 
some positive effect on health though it is not very substantial. The average 
number of children per embroiderer being more or less same for both the 
categories. However, the average gap between children is more in case of 
embroiderers earning more. These embroiderers also seem to prefer hospitals 
for delivery. However, there was no such encouraging attitude found in these 
embroiderers as far as using contraceptives was concerned. They were not 
better than other embroiderers in terms of deciding on this issue. The 
husbands still appear dominating on these matters. There was also not much 
difference in the average visit to doctors for occupational side effect (here 
embroiderers have been considered from all the three embroideries i.e. out of 
220 embroiderers) between embroiderers earning lesser than their husbands 
and embroiderers earning more than their husbands. 
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CHapter-S 
(PoCiticaC Consciousness 
ancf Organization 
Chapter-5 
POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND ORGANIZATION 
The process of globalization is characterized by deregulation, 
outsourcing, and the fragmentation of international supply chains. This means 
that branded multinationals no more need to invest directly in cheap labor in 
order to cut costs and increase benefits. "Subcontracting is the easiest way to 
minimize costs and maximize profits finally the actual work done by the 
lowest strata of home based workers in the global network" (Pearson 2004 
p:136). The exploitative structural arrangements of the globalized economy 
requires that the pool of cheap labor be available for work with whatever 
meager arbitrary wages and little scope of organizing for better wages and 
work conditions. The invisibility and hidden aspect of home-based work and 
the isolation of the worker in her own unit of household production suits the 
market conditions for its non negotiable dictated conditions of production and 
wages. 
The producer confined to work at home is oblivious to the market 
conditions and their work obscured from outside. There being no direct 
contact between the workers and the employers, the demands of the market 
are communicated to them through multiple channels while they are just 
expected to fulfill the requirements and pass on the end product, accepting 
whatever is offered for the work. 
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The restricted mobility in home-based work on account of either 
tradition or new conditions of limited opportunities separates the workers 
from each other, keeps them in isolated work spaces - which clearly accounts 
for their typical unorganized state. Among all the unorganized workers, the 
home based workers form one of the most vulnerable categories; divided in 
so many household units. Strikingly, while the globalized set up erodes 
opportunities of work for women, confining them to homes; this sort of work 
engages women without any liability to the workers. Limited by their 
opportunities, the workers then consider this as their only opportunity for 
earnings and grudgingly though, stick to it in spite of the very low income. A 
number of them might even feel privileged to have found work sitting at 
home. "In fact, the home based workers do not perceive themselves as having 
the ability to negotiate better working conditions; the only solution they could 
see to their poverty is to get more work. The middlemen and industries that 
employ them benefit themselves by their vulnerability" (Jhabvala & Tate 1996 
p.5). 
5.1 Level of consciousness 
The nature of the home-based work where the embroidery is 
intertwined with the usual household chores obstructs the growth of 
consciousness of a worker. The embroiderer working from home might 
primarily see herself as a home maker, relegating her embroidery as a 'free-
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time activity' from home and the wage earned as a 'supplementary' wage 
rather than a dignified living wage. Indeed, entrenched beliefs about gender 
and caste shape these women's lives in ways that limit their freedom and 
agency. The gendered experience of the home- based work acclimatizes them 
about their limitation in life and work rather than encourage aspirations and 
consciousness of the worker. 
Getting the orders for work at home and cut off from the market, the 
knowledge and consciousness of the entire production and value chain is 
missing. The worker is totally ignorant of the value added by their work and 
the profits earned by the contractors and entrepreneurs from this business. 
The pittance paid for the hard work obviously frustrates them but they seem 
to have little understanding of the significance of the complex system of labor 
exploitation at work in the home-based embroidery. Majority is unaware of 
the prices of their product in the market, especially the high prices in 
emporiums and malls or the export products. Or at the best even if the few 
who may seem more aware of the price of their product in the local market 
may hardly know what to do about it. Here, the lack of consciousness of 
workers greatly contributes to the higher profit margins of the industrialists. 
Majority is also uninformed of the wage rates existing in other 
localities. The wage rates of embroiderers vary to some extent in the localities 
and the wages paid by the big export houses or boutiques are better 
compared to others but embroiderers to a large extent are unaware of the 
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different rates in the localities or the rates paid by different contractors. 
Behaving in the manner as 'if beggars are not choosers' accept whatever rates 
are paid for their work. They do not bother themselves with the knowledge of 
the conditions of work and wages of other embroiderers. For majority, the 
work is a sort of an opportunity. The rates in such situation could not be 
bargained. 
Embroiderers informed about the process involved in the embroidery 
craft, of the channels from where they receive their material for work. There 
are different categories of workers engaged in the chain. The tracing of 
designs are mainly done by women although there were also few men tracers 
in the craft. There were also male designers in the business though much 
designing was done by women. Women embroiderers were however unaware 
of the differences of wage rates among the different categories, generally 
accepting that the men would obviously get better than what they receive in 
wages. The men's higher income is a sort of 'sex bonus' which the women 
embroiderers on account of gender experience have accepted as a matter of 
fate. They do not question it at all. 
There were however exceptions to this general feature. In the survey, 
few women especially of the category who had spent a number of years in the 
craft and had taken to the task of subcontracting on account of their 
individual entrepreneurial skills (the one discussed under classification of 
embroiderers, see chapter 3) showed greater consciousness of the wage rates 
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paid by the different contractors in the business. They resented the higher 
wages of men in the craft. They were also aware of male subcontractors 
earning six to seven times more than them. As informed by a shopkeeper^ in 
patti work and cut work, few male subcontractors were able to earn around 
sixty to seventy thousand rupees in a month while women subcontractors 
could earn only eight to ten thousand rupees. Confined to immediate 
localities, they were conscious of their limitations. They were conscious of 
how their problems of mobility limit their income while male contractors were 
able to amass greater share in the product on account of their network and 
greater social mobility. 
5.2 Social and Political Consciousness 
Majority of embroiderers seem to cast their votes in elections. 
Respondents passionately spoke about it - "vote kion no den bibi yehi to ek 
hamaro haq hai" (why should we not vote when this is the only right we 
have). While they participated in the elections - municipal, assembly or 
central, but looked at municipal elections with greater enthusiasm as the 
candidates contesting were locals and some expectation for redressal of 
problems was also there. In municipal elections the candidates personally 
came to the mohallas for campaigning. The wives of male candidates would 
visit their houses. Some respondents, from Islamnagar area, informed that 
they were paid in cash for campaigning and were thereby enthusiastically 
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involved in campaign. Husbands of few workers- cum- subcontractors and 
subcontractors were found to be politically active in their locality and so the 
women used their network for campaigning for their husband's candidates. 
Embroiderers spoke of their preference for voting on account of candidates' 
performance and work in the locality as well. Popularity of candidates was on 
account of the help or the promise they offered for ration cards, electricity 
and water supply, proper roads etc. 
In the sample of 220 embroiderers, 10 were below 18 years of age and 
only 113 out of 210 (54%) were exercising their voting rights. Of those who did 
not cast their votes (had never done it or just once or twice in their life), the 
major issue was availability of valid voter identity cards. A number of them 
were willing voters but their identity cards or photos were in bad shape that 
made their cards invalid for casting vote. Women also reported that their men 
did not allow them to go for voting. 
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Chart 5.1 Reasons for not casting votes 
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The study thus revealed that of the women not casting their votes, a 
large majority of married women did not possess valid identity cards. 
Strikingly, the unmarried women were seen with less social mobility - Of the 
women not allowed to go to vote, 23% were married whereas 37% were 
unmarried embroiderers. 
owever in case of married women voters, the decision on voting was 
greatly influenced by husbands. Out of the 92 married embroiderers in the 
sample of 113 voters, 76 percent voted according to their husbands' wish; 
while in case of 21 unmarried voters 52 percent voted according to their 
father's/brother's/male head's wish. Married women thus had lesser choice in 
these matters. Husbands' control on wives' decision appears more imposing. 
--n\ 
Chart 5.2 Decision-making in voting for a candidate 
arried embroiderers 
I husband's wish 
I own wish 
unmarried embroiderers 
I others wish 
I own wish 
Source: field survey 
Women voters thus were generally not voting on their own accord. The 
decision on vote was greatly influenced by the husbands, fathers and brothers 
I 
or other male head of the household. Out of 113 voters only 32 voters were 
voting according to their own wish (28.3%). Out of this, 50 percent voted in 
favor of a candidate from whom they expected some work for development in 
their locality. 25 percent voted according to community-affiliation and the 
other 25 percent voted by majority decision. 
These figures show little participation and political awareness among 
women embroiderers. Those who voted on their own accord, however, 
showed better consciousness with 50% of them voting for development and 
expected political processes to improve their lives. 
I 
As the report of the working group on empowerment of women for the 
eleventh plan rightly brings out - the extent of empowerment of women in the 
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national hierarchy is largely deternnined by economic, social and political 
identity and their weightage. These factors are deeply intertwined with many 
cross cutting linkages which imply that if efforts in even one dimension remain 
absent or weak, outcomes and momentum generated by the other 
components cannot be sustained as they will not be able to weather any 
changes or upheavals. It is when all the three factors are simultaneously 
addressed and made compatible with each other, only then can women be 
truly empowered. Therefore for holistic empowerment of the woman to 
happen - social, economic and political aspects impacting a woman's life must 
converge effectively. The participation of women in political processes is 
therefore vital for their improvement in life conditions. 
5.3 Issues in Organizing 
The fact that women earned wages from their work do not by itself 
empower them or enable them to have voice. The majority with perception of 
their work and wages as only 'supplementary' and their earnings having little 
share in the family earning, appeared little socially vocal (see chapter 3 for 
decision making in the family - most married women ore unable to to/ce 
benefit of their earnings). Maria Mies says in her work on lace workers of 
Narsapur district, Andhra Pradesh that it is possible to keep them 
unorganized, atomized and to pay them lower wages only as long as the 
mystification is maintained that they are non workers, or dependents (Mies, 
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1982, p.487). Moreover, as pointed by Christine Koggel having 'paid work' 
may do little to promote women's agency if the work is home based, invisible 
and if men appropriate their incomes (Koggel, 2003, p.186). 
Those workers whose earnings were sizeable in the family earnings 
viewed their work and wages differently (as reflected in the section of decision 
mal<ing in ctiapter 3). The women who have risen in the craft and have shown 
greater mobility appear to have greater voice as well. They appeared to be 
more aware and more outspoken category among embroiderers. It was 
mainly this category that informed about the problems of women 
embroiderers and the issues in the locality. Apart from meager wage issue and 
exploitation in the overall work system, 'they complained about the official 
indifference of the problems of bad roads, improper sewage, theft of 
electricity, harassment and malpractices at ration shops etc. Dealing with male 
contractors on a regular basis, they appeared freer in their interaction with 
the male members in the locality as well. However, this greater consciousness 
of some women did not reflect in any attempts at organizing or improving 
their conditions. 
Lack of consciousness and voice amongst the majority of workers 
restrain women to come together to improve their situation. Though resentful 
of their low earnings, they have little scope to voice their grievances. Working 
for longer hours in private, separated in different households and their 
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domestic responsibilities afforded them little time or motivation to discuss 
common issues and problems. Lacking in mobility, functionality, literacy, there 
were little awareness on organizing to solve problems. Sharing and helping 
each other at neighborhood level was done, helping each other in household 
chores on occasions and also sometimes in embroidery to meet the order. But 
the efforts to uplift their situation by collective effort, devising cooperative, 
self- help initiatives is clearly missing. They find the kitty with the employer as 
their only option of saving and security in contingencies (the dimensions of the 
l<itty and how these benefit the contractors in binding workers to them are 
discussed in chapter 3). 
Besides, there are different categories of workers and some with 
differing interests. The oppressive conditions thus do not immediately bind all 
in common set of grievances. There is not only male to female differentiation 
with male contractors/traders and men in the craft getting higher wages but 
women-women disparities in the craft, as number of subcontractors are 
women. Since embroiderers receive their share of work from these women 
sub-contractors - their sole contact with the market, the resentment is 
directed mainly against them. Many of these embroiderers had little ability to 
rise above their immediate grievances and were not immediately concerned 
with the exorbitant profits the male contractors were able to make in the 
business. The awareness about the profits earned by male contractors was 
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seen in the women subcontractors, workers-cum-subcontractors, as noted 
above. They appeared more vocal and extrovert on the issues of lower wages 
and the hierarchical work-trade set up. They were aware of the wage rate 
differentials in the localities. They informed of the wide difference in the 
earnings of male and female subcontractors in all the three embroideries. The 
gendered difference in earnings created dissatisfaction but not strong enough 
for mobilization. There being also little scope of coming together with the bulk 
of embroiderers, as their interests were in opposition. 
Women embroiderers also belonged to different classes (as discussed 
earlier in chapter 2). The class situation of embroiderers varied from the very 
low income group where their men worked at the lowly uncertain menial jobs, 
to the lower middle class families with men earning stable incomes and having 
permanent employment in the university. The notions of 'izzat' and 'social 
respectability' among these women also posed difficulty for the different class 
categories of women embroiderers in coming together. 
The industry exploits the social restrictive situation of these workers 
and delights in their unconnected unorganized state to the extent that 
conservatism is encouraged. Several feminist studies have drawn attention to 
the importance of local gender regimes, when considering why women take 
up work in their homes (Wilson 2003; Mies 1982). In case of especially Muslim 
women workers, the dominant discourse of the industry conveniently takes 
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recourse in purdah and social restrictions to explain their poor socio-economic 
conditions (the work reaching home almost as a favor extended to the purdah 
stricken Muslim women) to the total exclusion of all other factors that keep 
women bogged in such poor state; there being a total indifference by the craft 
industry to the host of livelihood issues of these workers. Neither is protection 
coming from the government. 
Hidden from the category of workers, they do not figure anywhere. 
Governments fail to include these home based embroiderers in their policies. 
There are hardly any official statistics on home-based workers. They are 
usually ignored in economic development programmes, employment 
legislation, and social security systems. When they are noticed, governments 
tend to classify them all as 'entrepreneurs' rather than the 'workers' that 
many are - let alone as workers with rights under law (WIEGO manual 2010). 
The state intervention might have improved their position which is difficult to 
come as it has receded from its welfare promises with its liberalization 
policies. As Ruth Pearson writes "these home-based workers are caught in a 
time of transition where the system of social protection and state purchasing 
and marketing is gone, but the regulatory framework remains a disincentive" 
(Pearson 2004 p: 145). 
Coming together and forming groups might provide them with strong 
voice and make them more visible. But embroiderers in Aligarh clearly lack the 
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initiative, and in fact showed reluctance to take up the nnatter fearing hostility 
of the intermediaries (the sub-contractors), on whom they relied for work. 
They feared the subcontractors might take their business elsewhere. These 
women also had little confidence in associational activity. There had been till 
now no exposure to any group or Non Governmental Organization. They have 
till now received no attention from the working class networks or their 
champions and ideologues. There morale for any such activity is therefore 
considerably low considering the risks involved. Options perhaps lie only with 
the civil groups and NGOs taking up the task of educating, consciousness 
raising and organizing, in the way Self Employed Women's Association had 
done for unorganized sector workers - which though in this case is quite an 
uphill task. 
5.4 Role of Associations/NGOs in organizing 
There had been attempts of different organizations to improve the 
conditions of home-based workers. Some of these had worked for organizing 
them towards common goals such as increase in wages, health facilities, social 
security benefits, etc. By the 1980s and 1990s, many NGOs provided loans for 
income-generating schemes, leading to the growing popularity of micro-
finances among the Home-Based Workers' Movement (Priigl 1999 cited in 
Larsson 2012). International institutions, particularly the World Bank, have 
often promoted these projects as a way to increase employment and 
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economic growth. However, some view the systemi of micro-finance in terms 
of "working class debt" (Mollona 2009, p. 651) or "empowerment debt" 
(Elyachar2005, pp. 29-30). 
The work of Self Employed Women's Association (SEWA) in organizing 
women to improve the conditions of unorganized sector women workers is 
commendable and might serve as lessons for taking initiatives for home based 
workers. Surveys and interviews were carried out by SEWA members to learn 
about the problems of women workers before intervention. It organizes 
workshops where women could articulate their problems and talk about their 
issues. The SEWA centre in each community brings the women together, helps 
them organize and encourages them to take benefit from other SEWA 
activities. In Delhi, it has not only set up embroidery centres for home-based 
workers in five locations in East Delhi but has also approached 'socially 
responsible' companies to provide them work. Effectively, SEWA has itself 
stepped into the chain and is now acting as an agent, in an attempt to provide 
a better bargain for its members. It is SEWA's strategy to cut out the 
middlemen from the value chain and thereby raise the workers income. SEWA 
directly negotiates contracts with international clothing companies such as 
Gap and H&M, and with Delhi-based export houses. Though the companies do 
not substantially raise the wage, often only 10- 20% extra, but by cutting at 
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the middlemen, SEWA is able raise workers income by almost double 
compared to what they received from ordinary contractors. 
Similarly, the garment workers and chindi workers of Ahmedabad were 
able to seek the protection of labor laws and form cooperatives. The home-
based beedi workers of Ahmedabad and chikankari embroiderers of Lucknow 
were able to have more wages. In Khera (Gujarat), the cotton saree weavers 
were provided support in organizing into working groups. Other NGO in 
Shantiniketan (West Bengal), Amar Kutir pioneered the revival of Kantha 
embroidery work and batik painting, helping mostly women workers engaged 
in the craft. Amar Kutir directly gives raw materials to women for work and 
deals in the finished product to the advantage of workers. 
The conditions of women embroiderers in Aligarh could improve only 
with such efforts. Their organizing and development requires support not only 
from the government but also NGOs and activists working for women. This 
would facilitate standardized remuneration for the embroidery as well as 
facilitate access to social security arrangements such as nonprofit insurance 
schemes (covering sickness, maternity, and loss of assets) and enable the 
women to lead more dignified lives. 
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CHapter- 6 
ConcCtision 
Chapter-6 
CONCLUSION 
The conditions of labor in unorganized sector and home based aspect 
of work having risen in the years on account of structural adjustments in 
globalised economy has been much covered theme of study. The gendered 
aspect of the home based productive work including the craft of embroidery 
has also received attention of scholars. In case of embroidery workers, 
however, particular attention had been on chikankari of Lucknow and phulkari 
of Punjab. This study therefore is an extension of the attempts to understand 
the life, work and conditions of embroidery workers in Aligarh. Here while the 
case of lock industry, for which Aligarh remains quite famous, has still been 
taken for study in some ways the other major craft of Aligarh, involving 
women working in the home based sector, hov\/ever, has not received 
sufficient attention. The attempt is made here to bring out through the case 
study of embroidery workers in Aligarh, the conditions of home based women 
embroiderers in the current economic scenario. The craft though traditionally 
considered womanly on account of the traditional restrictions on women's 
mobility and home based nature of work, there are obvious recent dimensions 
of women's constriction of mobility and opportunities. Notably, there is 
considerable expansion in the market for embroidery and the working pockets 
of embroiderers have extended much in recent times. 
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The study primarily took up patti embroiderers for study (the sample 
had 140 patti embroiderers and only 50 cut work and 30 karchobi 
embroiderers in the total of 220). The study brought out the social profile of 
embroiderers and certain general features as quite evident for all the 
categories of embroiderers together. Embroiderers were poor women, 
predominantly Muslims, married with children, with hardly any access to 
education or training to have alternative livelihood. The restriction on mobility 
appears strong among these women but in many cases these were not neatly 
on account of the 'Muslim' concepts of purdoh for women, but more on 
account of the household duties, family responsibilities and other societal 
norms. There were little options of alternative employment in their locality 
that left them with little option of work other than embroidery. The discourse 
on purdah however is successful in keeping women properly confined to their 
places. The restricted work opportunities create abundance of women labor 
confined to homes and available for embroidery. The pittance offered, on the 
other hand, is considered as a sort of a favor done to women who could not 
move out of home - a wage to 'supplement' their family income without 
needing to move out of home. 
There was however clear differentials working within the category of 
embroiderers. These were not simply between men and women in the craft, 
but within the women embroiderers themselves; and not simply with respect 
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to different embroideries but within the same embroidery form as well. In the 
patti business there are men, but mainly as entrepreneurs, contractors, 
subcontractors while few of them are also tracers, tailors and launderers but 
not as patti embroiderers. In this gendered division of labor, women 
embroiderers working from homes earn little, while the male contractors, 
traders, shopkeepers earn higher profits. This was perhaps on account of 
embroidery considered as leisurely engagement for women and her skills 
considered rudimentary. Embroiderers themselves regard their work as little 
specialized and requiring lesser skills. 
There were unequal relations between women embroiderers 
themselves. There were differentials in the wages of embroiderers engaged in 
different embroideries of patti, cut work and karchobi, and between the 
different unskilled, skilled, workers-cum-subcontractors categories. Beside the 
income differential between embroiderers on account of the skill or years 
spent in the craft, we have disparity between the pure embroiderers and 
women working as agents of traders and contractors in the business who 
amass a larger share per piece. However, in spite of the differential in 
earnings between the different embroidery types, there is restricted 
movement of embroiderers between the different embroidery types. 
The income of embroiderers received through the piece rote wages is 
estimated. The wages appear as meager earnings for the hard work, not only 
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by the unskilled category but this is even for the skilled category. On an 
average, they are able to receive work for about 8 to 9 months in a year. For 
two to three months especially in the rainy season they are idle with no other 
alternative work. After working for almost 6-8 hours daily their wages remain 
between Rs. 13 to 20 per day or even less. Along with poor wages, there were 
delayed payments, arbitrary cuts in wages etc. 
This appears more glaring on account of the rising demand for the 
embroideries and the high price of these products in the market. These 
women embroiderers take up hard work generally on account of depressed 
economic conditions of their families and consider their income as 
'supplementary' to the family earnings. While the earnings of the unskilled 
category was quite low and would have contributed nominally to the little 
resources of the poor family, the earnings of the skilled category would have 
been substantial to the family where the other earners in the family, 
especially husband/father were in very low income occupations. Besides, the 
earnings of worker-cum-subcontractor category would have been 
considerable in low income families. Of all embroiderers karchobi workers 
appear better in terms of payment, though the work appears more 
demanding and intricate. Definitely, these aspects of earnings and 
differentials in terms of the male earners' contributions to the family income 
will be reflected in the gender relations in the household. 
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The study examines the connections between embroiderers' economic 
profile and their role in the decision making in the household. These were 
seen in terms of decision over household expenses, children's welfare and 
asset building. Interestingly, though a large section felt they had control over 
expenditure their incomes were mostly spent by them on the welfare of their 
children and their families. 
Similarly, the health profile of embroiderers is examined in the light of 
the differential earnings of embroiderers and their respective contribution to 
the family income. The occupational hazards of the work were mainly severe 
headache, backache and weak eyesight. However, women with better 
earnings or with greater contribution in the family appear to be somewhat 
more conscious and caring about their general and reproductive health. 
However, the decisions on the use of contraceptives largely remained 
male preserve, though women believed that it was a nriutual decision. Overall, 
the general health conditions of embroiderers appear extremely poor. 
In whatever state, the level of consciousness of these workers is also 
very poor. This is understandable given the nature of the home based work 
where the embroidery is intertwined with the usual household chores. The 
gendered experience of the home based work acclimatizes them about their 
limitation in life and work rather than encourage aspirations and 
consciousness of the worker. The pittance paid for the hard work frustrates 
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them but they seem to have little understanding of the significance of the 
complex system of labor exploitation at work in the home based embroidery. 
For many in the craft, this limited option is a sort of an opportunity. Women 
were also unaware of the wage disparities and did not bother much to know 
about the prevailing wage disparities if any in the localities and in different 
embroideries. Especially they did not question the high rates of men in 
business. These were also reflected in their lack of social and political 
consciousness. To some extent, the category of worker-cum-subcontractor 
showed greater market and political awareness. 
The lack of the consciousness and voice amongst the majority of 
workers restrain women to come together to improve their situation. Besides, 
the fact that women embroiderers form a vast category composed of women 
from very low income group to even middle class which inhibited the process 
of coming together. But more importantly, there were different categories of 
workers and some with differing and even opposing interests which do not 
immediately bind all in common set of grievances. 
They might become visible by forming groups and may have a strong 
voice for their problems. But they totally lack in initiative, and in fact fear 
hostility of the intermediaries (the subcontractors) if they take up to forming 
group. Options perhaps lie only with initiative from above, by civil groups or 
NGO - which appears quite an uphill task. 
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Appencfices 
APPENDIX (A) 
1. Men embroiderers in the market 
(Information gathered through the interview with the men 
embroiderers and embroidery shop owner of the embroidery shop 'chunmun' 
in Amir Nisha marl<et, in Nov. 2011 and Oct. 2012) 
Men embroiderers receive monthly fixed salary throughout the year. 
The minimum average salary paid to them was Rs. 3500/- per month. Some 
skilled men embroiderers received an average salary of Rs. 6500/- per month. 
Their working hours were 8 hours in the shop. However, the extra embroidery 
work could be taken home through which allowed them extra earnings. By 
this, they were able to earn between Rs.l500-Rs.2000 per month besides 
receiving other incentives from employers. They got an hour lunch break at 
the shop and refreshment in tea, biscuits, etc. by the shop owner. During 
festivals, employers gave 'bonus', usually double salary and new clothes for 
members of embroiderers' family. 
Table 1.1 Average hourly wages of men embroiderers in the market 
Type of 
embroidery 
l<archobi 
zardozi 
Average 
daily 
working 
hours 
8 
8 
Average 
overtime 
working 
hours 
3 
3 
Average 
hourly 
wages 
(in Rs.) 
16.5 
22.5 
Average 
hourly 
wages of 
overtime 
work 
33 
45 
Average monthly 
income** 
(including 
overtime work in 
Rs.) 
6930 
9450 
Source: interviews from men embroiderers and embroidery shop owners of Amir Nisha 
mari<et 
* The shopkeepers and men embroiderers reported that they were paid double for overtime work 
# the average monthly salary has been calculated by taking into account the overtime payment along 
with the regular payment per hour. 
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2. Wages of women embroiderers over the years 
Table 1.2 Increase in wages in patti work irom last 25 years 
Years 
Average rise 
in wages 
(in Rs.) 
1985-1990 
27.78 
1990-1995 
57.21 
1995-2000 
88.42 
2000-2005 
136.11 
2005-2010 
152.72 
Source: field survey 
Table 1.3 Increase in wages in cut work from last 25 years 
Years 
Average 
increase in 
v\/ages 
(in Rs.) 
1985-1990 
13 
1990-1995 
25 
1995-2000 
38 
2000-2005 
40 
2005-2010 
42 
Source: field survey 
Table 1.4 Increase in wages in karchobi from last 15 years 
Years 
Average increase in wages (in Rs) 
1995-2000 
101 
2000-2005 
118 
2005-2010 
132 
Source: field survey 
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chart 1.1 percentage increase in wages over years in patti work, 
cut work & karchobi 
patti work (a) 
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Source: field survey 
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3. Fami y Profile of women Embroiderers 
3.1 Family size and earners in cut woric 
The average family size in cut work was 7.8 - sligiitly greater tiian patti 
work and average earners were 3.5. On an average there were 2.3 male adults 
in which average earners were 1.8. Out of 2.38 female adults per family 1.38 
were earners as per the data. There were 1.6 and 1.5 male and female 
children per family respectively out of which 0.26 male children were earning 
and 0.08 female children were earning. 
|n cut work also the situation was found to be more or less the same as 
patti Work. If female helpers are considered as earners they will outnumber 
I 
male earners. 
Chart 1.2 Participation of male and female in the 
earners category In cut woric 
Male Female 
I Earners ... Non earners 
female helpers 
Source: field survey 
The bar diagram clearly shows that female earners are more than the 
male earners if female helpers are also included. 
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3.2 Family size and earning members in l<arctiobi embroidery 
In karchobi embroidery on an average there were 7 members per 
family out of which 3.8 members were earning in a family. The average adult 
male members were 1.8 out of which 1.7 members were earning. Female 
adults were more than male adults i.e. 2.8 females per family and 1.5 female 
adults were earning in a family. Male children were 1.4 and female children 
were 0-8 respectively. It was found that 0.3 and 0.2 male and female children 
were earning per family. In karchobi embroidery also, if female helpers are 
considered in the craft as earners, their number will exceed the total number 
of male earners. 
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4. Contribution of women embroiderers in family earning 
4.1 Mdnthly contribution of all earners in the family fund in cut work 
embroiidery 
Table 1.5 Average monthly contribution of all earners in the total family 
fund in cut work embroidery 
categot y of embroiderers 
unskilled 
skilled 
worker cum 
subcor)tractors 
subcontractors 
income of 
embroiderers 
320 
539 
1392 
5750 
income of 
husbands/ 
fathers 
2846 
3861 
3200 
2750 
income of 
other 
male 
members 
1286 
1069 
2385 
250 
income 
of other 
female 
members 
86 
326 
142 
500 
Source: field survey 
Chart 1.3 Percentage share of different categories of cut work embroiderers 
in their total family income 
unskilled 
B income of 
embroiderers 
• income of 
husbands/ 
fathers 
ki income of other 
male members 
B income of other 
female 
members 
Skilled B income of 
embroiderers 
B income of 
husbands/ 
fathers 
y Income of other 
male members 
a income of other 
female members 
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worker cum subcontractors 
• income of 
embroiderers 
• income of 
husbands/ 
fathers 
a income of other 
male members 
B income of other 
female members 
subcontractors 
B income of 
embroiderers 
• income of 
husbands/ fathers 
y income of other 
male members 
B income of other 
female members 
Source: field survey 
Notably, there were seven low Income households In cut work 
embroidery where the contribution of skilled embroiderers was more than 
their husbands. Table 1.6 & chart 1.4 shows their monthly contribution in the 
total family income. 
Table 1.6 Contribution of skilled cut work workers in low income households 
Income of 
respondent 
(p.m.) 
Rs.b05/-
Income of 
husband (p.m.) 
Rs.622/-
income of other 
male members 
(p.m.) 
Rs.lOOO/-
Income of other 
female members 
(p.m.) 
Rs.244/-
Source: field survey 
Chart 1.4 Percentage shares of skilled cut work workers in low 
income households 
contribution of skilled cut work workers in 
low income households 
B husband 
B skilled cut work worker 
u other male member 
B other female member 
Source: field survey 
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4.2 Monthly contribution of all earners in the family fund in karchobi 
embroidery 
In karchobi embroidery also, there were seven low Income households 
where the average monthly income of skilled women embroiderers was more 
than the average monthly income of their husbands. The following table and 
pie chart show their monthly contribution in the family income. 
Table 1.7 Contribution of skilled karchobi embroiderers in 
low income households 
Average income 
of respondent 
Rs.1883/-
Average 
income of 
husband 
Rs.1083/-
Average income of 
male members 
Rs.833/-
Average income of 
female members 
Rs.300/-
Source: field survey 
Chart 1.5 Percentage of sfc/7/edfcorc/)ob/embroiderers in 
low income households 
Source 
Contribution of skilled karchobi workers in 
low income households 
: field survey 
B Average income of 
respondent 
• Average income of 
husband 
kj Average income of male 
members 
• Average income of female 
members 
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Questionnaire 
Name: 
Age: 
Locality: 
Religion: 
Caste: 
Family/social profile 
1. Marital status married/unmarried/other 
If married at the age of 
If divorced/widowed, living with relations- natal/marital 
2. Number of children M/F age 
3. Family nuclear/joint 
4. Size of the family 
Adults: male/female 
Children: male/female 
5. Education of the respondent literate/illiterate (specify 
class of study) 
If illiterate/dropout specify reason 
Poverty 
Family/social constraint 
Other(specify) 
6. Any informal education/skill learning 
7. Education in the family adult/children 
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Primary level M/F 
Secondary level M/F 
High school M/F 
Higher secondary and above M/F 
8. Schools in locality govt/private 
Primary 
Secondary 
High school 
9. Children to school govt/private 
10 Who decides in matters of: 
(a), children's welfare 
(b). household expense 
(c).investment/asset building 
(d).others (specify) 
Economic profile 
1. Earning members of the family 
2. (a) Occupation of the spouse: 
Wage salary 
Stable income unstable income 
(b) Income of the spouse(monthly) 
3. Contribution of other male members to the family fund 
a. Father/father in law 
b. Brother/brother in law 
c. Son/son in law 
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d. Others (specify) 
4. Contribution of other women mennbers in the family 
a. Mother/mother in law 
b. Sister/sister in law 
c. Daughter/daughter in law 
d. Other (specify) 
5. Income of the respondent through embroidery 
a. Remuneration per piece lean time/busy time 
b. Average pieces made in a week lean time/busy time 
6. Income through other work/source 
7. Nature of work in embroidery(skilled, unskilled, sub-contractor) 
8. Mode of payment (piece rate) 
Instant//delayed 
9. Work order from person/party same/different 
10. If from different persons/parties, any difference in remuneration. 
Y/N (specify the range) 
11. Years of work in patti work 
1-5 years/1-10 years/1-15 years/1-20 years/ more 
12. Increase in wage over the period Y/N 
1985-1990/1990-1995/1995-2000/2000-2005/2005-2010 
13. Control over income 
Self others (specify) 
If self, income spent on self/children/household/any other. 
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Health profile 
1. Working conditions 
a. hours of work per day (specify range) 
b. side effects of work on health (specify) 
2. how often did you visit the doctor during pregnancy 
3. place of delivery/miscarriage/abortion 
a. hospital 
b. home 
4. any miscarriage (state number) 
5. any abortion (state number) 
reason to abort (specify) 
6. use of additional nutrients during pregnancy Y/N 
7. level of family support: 
a. reduction of workload Y/N 
b. husband's support Y/N 
8. gap between children/pregnancies (including miscarriages and abortions) 
9. use of contraception Y/N 
a. if yes (since how many years) self/partner 
b. decision for use self/partner/both 
c. information about contraception through government health 
care/NGO's health campaign/tv/friends and family 
d. if no, decision of self/partner/both 
reasons- lackof proper information 
religious considerations 
preference to a large family 
any other 
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Level of Political Consciousness and Organization 
1. do you vote in elections 
2. do you go by husband's wishes while casting votes 
3. on what basis do you nnake your choice 
4. women's organizations in your locality 
5. other NGO's/reform bodies in your localities 
6. Are you a mennber of any political organization? 
7. Are you a member of any social organization? 
8. have you ever received any assistance from any NGO's/socio-political 
organization 
9. Are there any self help groups in your locality? 
10. Do you interact with other women in your occupation from other 
localities? specify the nature of interaction 
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APPENDIX (B) 
1. Embroidered items: ofPatti work 
Fig. 1 Patti work on kota cheque fabric Fig. 2 Patti work on tussersilk 
Fig. 3 Saree of patti work on kota cheque Fig. 4 A semi finished bed sheet of patti 
work (this pattern is called 'Badi patti ka 
kaam' while all the patterns in the above 
pictures are known as 'Choti patti ka kaam') 
- T H ^ * 
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2. Embroidery Designs: of Patti work 
Fig. 5 Patti worl< Fig. 6 A patti worlter maldng 'choti patf 
Fig. 7 Bareeli patti lea Icaam (fine patti worl<) Fig. 8 Badi patti fco /room 
(bigger flower design) 
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3. Cut work designs 
Fig. 9 Dupatta Fig. 10 Bed sheet 
Fig. 11 Sofa cover Fig. 12 Dupatta 
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4. Karchobi Designs 
Fig. 13 Fig. 14 
Fig. 15 Fig. 16 
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5. Women embroiderers at work 
Fig. 17 Women making patti and cut worl( Fig. 18 Tracing of design 
Fig. 19 Women displaying cut work Fig. 20 Young cut work embroiderer 
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Fig. 21 Karchobi embroiderer workirtg on a 
biggerframe 
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Fig. 22 Young karcliobi embroiderer 
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F/g. 23 Karchobi embroiderer displaying 
their worl( 
Fig. 24 Smaller frame for Karchobi 
embroidery 
1 7 0 -
6) Men embroiderers at work 
Fig. 25 Male embroiderers in the marl<et (designing for l<archobi) 
- 1 7 1 
7) Some Famous embroideries of India 
Fig. 26 Phulkari of Punjab: Phulkari means flower craft and originates from Punjab. This art 
is associated with the 'Jat' tribe - the cultivators and nomads. The jats carried their art 
wherever they went and hence this kind of embroidery is also found in Rajasthan and 
Gujarat. 
Fig. 27 Kashida of Kashmir: The embroidery of Kashmir is very delicate and mainly has floral 
patterns. In this type of embroidery the motifs used are of paisley or almond shape, chinar 
or maple leaf, delicate flowers and leaves. 
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Fig. 28 fig. 29 
Ctiikankari of Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh): This mild, dignified style of embroidery is also 
known as "shadow work" as the embroidery is done from the back side of the fabric and the 
shadow forms patterns on the right side. 
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Fig. 32 Mirror worl< ofRajasthan 
Fig. 33 Mirror worl( ofRajasttian 
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Kantha work from Bengal: It is a type of embroidery popular in West Bengal. The use of 
kantha is popular in "Kantha saris" traditionally worn by women in Bengal. Women in Bengal 
typically use old saris and cloth and layer them with kantha stitch to make a light blanket, 
throw or bedspread, especially for children. Kantha is very popular with tourists visiting 
Bengal and is a specialty of Bolpur. 
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Fig. 38 
Fig. 39 
Kutch embroidery of Gujarat: The Sindh and Kutch embroidery are similar to the interlace 
stitch of Spain and Germany. Some other native stitches and the use of mirrors give it a 
totally different appearance. In Indian embroidery this forms one of the richest in design, 
stitches and usage of bright colour combination. 
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